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Foreword 

Hana to Inaw (flowers and inaw) – Ainu Culture in the World is 
being published as the fourth booklet in a series by the Hokkaido 
University Center for Ainu and Indigenous Studies. 

In recent years, the performance of Ainu rituals has been rising in 
frequency, increasing the opportunities for people to encounter inaw 
(prayer rods) in Hokkaido and various parts of Honshu. Although 
inaw, along with Ainu patterns, catch the eye in spectacular festivals, 
some may not know how to answer if they are asked to explain the 
meaning or role of inaw.  

While the similarities between kezurikake (scraped wood poles) 
used in Honshu, and inaw have attracted attention for many years, 
these parallels are not necessarily familiar to people studying Ainu 
culture, nor the public at large. The title of this booklet, Hana to 
Inaw, was also the title of an article written by folklorist Kunio 
Yanagita in 1953. In this article, Yanagita described inaw and 
kezurikake as customs unrelated to each other that “incidentally 
emerged” in use by two different ethnic groups. Since then, no full-
fledged comparative studies have been conducted concerning the 
two customs. However, considering the similarities between inaw 
and kezurikake in terms of shape and the fact that the two cultures 
developed in neighboring or even overlapping geographical areas, it 
would be extremely difficult to make the case that these customs are 
completely unrelated to each other. Recent studies have also revealed 
that inaw-like wooden items have been used extensively in Eurasia 
and Southeast Asia. This means that both inaw and kezurikake can 
be viewed as cultural elements that not only exist in the Japanese 
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archipelago, but are also commonly found in a broader cultural zone. 
In other words, the study of inaw and kezurikake could prove to be 
an important element in achieving a deeper understanding of Ainu 
culture in the world and clarifying the relationships between Ainu 
and Japanese culture.  

Therefore, the two editors of this booklet, who are engaged in the 
study of inaw and kezurikake, have attempted to provide an easy-
to-understand introduction to inaw and kezurikake and the religious 
beliefs surrounding them, which is difficult to undertake without 
specialized expertise. This booklet also briefly presents a sampling of 
cases from the world outside Ainu and Japanese cultures.

Activities of the Center are focused on research on indigenous 
peoples and dissemination of the results. Although indigenous 
peoples are in a position that is politically different from the majority 
of society, it seems natural to assume there is definite continuity 
between their cultures especially if they have lived adjacent to each 
other. As an approach to understanding the cultures of indigenous 
peoples, who tend to be seen as people who differ from the majority 
of society, from a slightly different point of view, it can also be 
considered effective to focus on similarities between cultures. 

We would be delighted if this booklet contributes to deepening the 
readers’ understanding of both Ainu and Japanese cultures.
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Chapter 1 Ainu religious beliefs and the custom of inaw

Jirota KITAHARA 
(Interviewer: Migiwa IMAISHI)

What is kamuy?

Kitahara  I’d like to talk about inaw, but I think it is better to learn 
about kamuy first since inaw is dedicated to the worship of kamuy. 

Imaishi   Although the word kamuy is heard often, the concept itself 
is not well understood, is it?

Kitahara  You’re right, it isn’t. Along with yukar, I think it is one of 
the most well known Ainu words. In recent years it has often been 
used for the names of shops and items even outside Hokkaido. If you 
comprehensively examine how the word is used and to what is refers, 
many themes that are important when it comes to discussing Ainu 
religious beliefs will emerge. 

Imaishi   There must be enough about kamuy alone to fill an entire 
book.

Kitahara  Yes, there is. It’s also interesting to explore the topic while 
comparing it with the cultures of surrounding areas, but I will only 
present the basic facts for now. First, Ainu views of the world tend 
to include animistic and shamanistic elements, both of which can 
be seen in various cultures in Japan and other parts of Asia. In that 
sense, while it can be said that there are commonalities amongst these 
cultures, there are also characteristics unique to each culture. First, 
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animism is the belief that spiritual beings inhabit a variety of things, 
both living and non-living. This includes, of course, plants and other 
things as well. Everything other than the air and soil is alive. They 
don’t just simply possess a life force—they also engage in intelligent 
activities. 

Ainu culture has many incantations that function as short prayers. 
When collecting water from a river late at night, for example, Ainu 
chant, “Water kamuy, wake up, please. I am collecting water.” It is 
considered rude to suddenly dip a bucket in the water, as the water 
kamuy is in the river and sleeps at night. Also, it is thought that dirt or 
insects may enter the water if the kamuy is not watching. 

Imaishi   So it is believed that by saying a prayer to the water, the 
prayer will reach the water kamuy? 

Kitahara  Yes, the prayer will reach the kamuy. It’s very important as 
everything around you is alive and hears both good and bad words. 
In shamanism, the voices of spirits can be heard directly using certain 
methods. At most, this ability is limited to specialists (i.e., a medium). 
Us ordinary Ainu can only pray and sense the response of kamuy via 
certain signs, dreams or other non-verbal means of communication. 

Imaishi   The belief that soil does not have life, but everything 
else has life and engages in intelligent activities is fascinating. 
Considering the concept of kamuy, is it correct to assume that “having 
life” in this case, means kamuy inhabit everything?  

Kitahara  Actually, that’s not quite correct. Having life and being 
kamuy are two different things. Having life means having ramat (life/
soul*). Humans of course have ramat, but ordinary people are not 
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called kamuy. 

Imaishi   Let me put it another way. Is it possible for certain humans 
to be recognized as kamuy, as is the case in southern Honshu where 
ancestral spirits of people are worshiped after their deaths? 

Kitahara  Yes, and not all animals and plants are considered to be 
kamuy. Something else to note is that translating the word kamuy as 
“kami” (deity) in Japanese would not be accurate. This is because 
“kami” is strongly perceived as “benevolent” in contemporary 
Japanese society, thereby making kamuy sound like good beings that 
differ from humans despite the fact that there are also evil kamuy that 
control famines and epidemics. The word kamuy is a title for “great 
beings.” I use the word “spirit” to contrast it with humans and as a 
more general term to describe all non-human existences in the world.

Being kamuy, in other words, means possessing the ability to 
have a strong influence on humans. This understanding of kamuy 
is illustrated in Figure 1. The vertical axis represents the degree of 
influence on humans. The higher a being is situated on the horizontal 
axis, the stronger its influence, even to the degree of controlling 
human life and death. The horizontal axis represents the level of 
affinity for humans, which increases toward the right, while the left 
side represents disfavor or indifference. Beings known as kamuy 
belong to the upper half of this figure, and what usually comes to 
mind when we think of “kami” likely belongs to the upper right 
block. They have power beyond human control and use it to benefit 
us. Those that are respected the most are called inawukkamuy (deities 
that receive inaw). Conversely, those in the upper left block are very 
powerful but have no interest in humans. Some may kill humans 
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without even knowing it, similar to when we unknowingly kill small 
insects. Some others are similar to embodiments of evil with hardly 
any will or reason. These are known as arwenkamuy (vicious deities) 
or kamiasi (monsters). It can be said that kamuy is a term representing 
the awe we as humans have for beings with great power. The word 
kamuy also includes the idea that there is room for dialogue, even 
with those beings that bring illnesses and other problems. On the 
other hand, those belonging to the lower half of the figure do not 
have the power to influence humans and have no names regardless of 
whether they are good or evil. If I must put a name to them, pakusa 
or topoci could be the closest equivalents. 

Imaishi   So “spirit” is a collective term used not only for kamuy, 
which hold power that surpasses that of humans, but also “monsters” 
and pakusa. There are kamuy that benefit humans as well as those 
that humans want to avoid. 

Figure 1  Schematic diagram of the concept of kamuy

Degree of involvement in survival: high

kamiasi inawukkamuy

No names

Unfriendly Friendly

No names

nitnekamuy
Bad deities

pekerkamuy
Good deities

Degree of involvement in survival: low
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Kitahara  Exactly. “Avoid” is the perfect word to use here. Diseases 
are seen as great deities in a sense and there are a number of oral 
stories that have been passed down related to them. So the customs 
surrounding diseases involve a combination of the ideas of “chasing 
off evil” and “asking them to leave without causing any trouble.” In 
religions throughout the world, perceptions of deities often include 
conflicting conceptualizations, and in some cases the most frightening 
deities are the most respected. Similarly, diseases are viewed as 
terrifying beings in Ainu culture, but their threat can be controlled if 
we change our mindset and interact with them well. One oral story 
recounts how a diseased spirit, after losing an argument with humans, 
gave them medicinal herbs. I believe this way of thinking emerged 
from the concept that what brings threats also can decide not to bring 
them.  

Also, the positions of these beings are not fixed. Since all beings 
have two sides, evil deities may be worshipped if they do good 
deeds. It is also said that offering prayers to the good heart within an 
evil deity may transform it into a benevolent one. Conversely, good 
deities may be avoided if they harm humans. For example, a bear that 
has killed a human will lose its kamuy status and will not be able to 
regain it. Also, there are times when beings that are usually regarded 
as lower in rank can be promoted after providing benefits to humans. 

In some exceptional cases, people with a certain degree of power, 
such as leaders of expanse areas, are called kamuy. The deceased 
may also be called kamuy as a means of showing them respect and 
probably as a metaphor for how they are spirits without bodies. In 
any case, there is a clear difference between the deceased and spirits. 
It is wrong to conclude that after death, people also become deities in 
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Ainu views of the world. This is different from Japan. 
As I just mentioned, although kamuy are usually described as 

deities and will be referred to as such in the subsequent descriptions 
in this book, it is actually easier to understand kamuy if you don’t 
frame them in contrast to humans. Both humans and spirits may gain 
or lose the title of “great being” (i.e., kamuy) through the increase or 
decrease of their prestige.

Imaishi   This system sounds pretty tough.

Regarding ramat (soul) 

Kitahara  One important characteristic of ramat is the belief that 
they are immortal. Incantations are also chanted when gathering 
maitake mushrooms. When Ainu find maitake in the mountains, we 
chant, “You are so big! Thank you! We will definitely come back 
next year.” What’s interesting is the part of this phrase, “come back 
next year.” If you just examine this particular phrase as it is, it may 
sound like we are saying we will go home without the maitake, but 
of course we intend to collect and take the mushrooms home that 
day. Basically, something remains even after the maitake have been 
gathered and eaten, and that something is ramat. What humans eat is 
only the body in which the ramat of maitake resides temporarily and 
is not its true form. The mushrooms will therefore regenerate at the 
same place the following year if you lavish praise on them by saying 
“You are so big! I’m happy!” The body and ramat are regarded as 
two separate things, and the body can regenerate repeatedly as long 
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as ramat exists. This can be said for all things.

Imaishi   It’s interesting that there is such a thorough awareness in 
this regard. 

Spirit-sending*

Kitahara  This is also closely related to the concept of spirit-sending. 
In recent years, it seems that archaeologists have been more interested 
in spirit-sending than ethnologists or anthropologists studying Ainu 
culture. In archaeology “sending” is described as a type of ritual 
where certain relics or remains, such as altars and offerings, are left; 
spirit-sending itself has a broader meaning and can be defined as a 
“tangible or intangible act to facilitate the regeneration or return of 
spirits.” When the ramat of a spirit leaves the body, it returns to the 
world it came from. At this time, humans may play an active part 
in the return of the spirit. A well-known example is the deliberate 
breaking of an implement when disposing of it in order to release the 
ramat from the body. There is also the notion that an animal cannot 
regenerate if some of its bones are missing. Bones are therefore 
gathered in one place and discarded separately without being mixed 
with other garbage. They say that those who strictly followed this 
practice discarded even salmon and trout bones in a separate place. 

In a bear-sending ceremony, the skin, flesh, eyeballs, tongue, brain 
and other parts are removed from the scull. The empty space is filled 
with inaw, and all skinned parts are decorated by covering them with 
inaw. This is because of the belief that inaw that has returned to the 
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spirit world in place of what was given to humans, will become the 
new brain and other parts. There is even a traditional oral story about 
how when a hunter cut a bear into pieces, half of its brain was found 
to be inawkike (shaved-wood decorations) as it was a recently-sent 
bear. 

Imaishi  It’s fascinating that the scull is filled with inaw. 

Kitahara  Acts such as putting bones together and decorating them 
can be regarded as activities related to spirit-sending. Then, as in 
the example of maitake mushrooms, regeneration is facilitated by 
expressing words of gratitude or making offerings, such as of inaw 
and sacred alcohol. For example, when catching salmon or trout, 
fish caught with a net, harpoon or hook, are killed by hitting them on 
the head with a special rod. This rod is regarded as a kind of inaw 
and it is believed that when being hit, fish will receive it and return 
to the spirit world. Many rituals like these involving animals can be 
considered spirit-sending in a broader sense.

There is no clear concept of spirit-sending for plants, which is 
mainly conducted in the form of sending the spirits of implements 
made of plant-derived materials. This is probably due to the gap 
between the lives of plants, in which roots are alive and shoots grow 
from the stump even after the trunk has been cut, and the concepts 
surrounding spirit-sending. 

Imaishi  So there are different ways of thinking when it comes to 
animals and plants. I find it rather interesting that the concept of 
regeneration has developed for animal deities. In Honshu and areas 
southward, on the gut level, it seems easier to understand that plants 
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regenerate. 

Kitahara  Yes. Sometimes trees may grow from branches stuck in the 
ground. The notion of “one life for another” does not apply to plants, 
and planting cuttings or roots back into the ground can facilitate their 
regeneration. In contrast, we can only pray for animals. Therefore, I 
assume that the concept of spirit-sending was first formed for animal 
deities and then expanded to include plants and implements. 

Kamuynomi* – regional differences in worshipped deities

Kitahara  What comes to mind when thinking about spirit-sending, 
is what can be referred to as visiting deities, which come from and 
return to the spirit world.* There are also stationary deities that 
remain in close proximity to humans or are seated in the spirit world 
at all times to give blessings to us. 

Imaishi  Like owl deities, for example?

Kitahara  Yes. There are also fire, water, ocean, forest and mountain 
deities. Animal deities, such as kotankorkamuy (Blakiston’s fish owl) 
and kimunkamuy (brown bear), are worshipped on a regular basis as 
stationary deities in the forest world that protect people. When such 
animals are hunted, their character as a visiting deity is emphasized.

Imaishi  Are the deities of the sun or moon also worshipped?

Kitahara  The deities of the sun and moon hold important positions 
in the deity system, but in some regions they are not worshipped as 
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deities in actual rituals. For example, they are not worshipped in the 
Iburi and western Hidaka regions of southwestern Hokkaido, but they 
are worshipped as important deities in the eastern part of Hidaka. 
Similarly, the creator deity and the culture-giving deity that taught 
humans their way of life are not worshipped despite their obvious 
importance. There is one exception—they are worshipped in the Saru 
region of western Hidaka.

Imaishi  So they are positioned as important deities but not as the 
objects of worship. Are there other especially apparent regional 
differences in religious beliefs like those you just mentioned? 

Kitahara  Well, generally, rituals are nearly identical, but there are 
often differences in worshipped objects, styles of altars and ritual 
procedures. Multiple communities have held many rituals jointly 
in recent years, and there are often disputes in regard to different or 
unfamiliar procedures. Such conflicts occur because those involved 
attempt to force others to accommodate their ways of doing things. 
I think they would be better off making the differences clear by 
establishing sects and deciding on the style in which each sect’s 
rituals should be held. 

Imaishi  That could be an interesting approach. In more specific 
terms, what kind of “sects” can you foresee being created? I assume 
there would be many difficulties to overcome in order to coordinate 
the establishment of such sects. 

Kitahara  There could be problems. However, there are actually 
examples of rituals that are named after certain regions. Shizunai (Shin 
Hidaka) in eastern Hidaka is a cultural boundary where cultures of 
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both the eastern and western parts of the region coexist. The eastern 
and western ritual styles are referred to as menasunkur onkami (rituals 
of eastern people) and sumunkur onkami (rituals of western people), 
respectively. 

Getting back to what we were discussing, as you can see in Table 
1, there are a variety of rituals other than spirit-sending. These rituals 
are collectively referred to as kamuynomi (prayers to the deities) or 
nomi (prayers). Nomi is usually attached to the name of what is being 
prayed for in these rituals, such as cisenomi (prayers for a house 
[celebration for a new house]) and asircepnomi (prayers for new fish 
[celebration for the first catch of the fishing season]). 

Imaishi  I can see there are also some rituals related to farming. The 
prayer to summon the wind is for generating wind needed to carry 
out grain threshing, isn’t it? The prayer said when adopting a child is 
a bit unusual. 

Kitahara  There have not been many reports on this, but the taking 
Table 1  Occasions when rituals are held

Ceremonial
occasions

childbirth, adoption of children, naming, weddings, building 
of a new house, funerals, commemoration of ancestors

Fishing start/end of the fishing season, first catch of salmon, marlin 
spirit-sending

before leaving home, before entering the mountain, after returning 
home, in front of a bear’s cave, after killing an animal 

spirit-sending, when changing marks on arrows

Gathering before leaving home, before entering the mountain, after returning 
home, after a gathering

Farming before planting seeds, calling/stopping wind, calling/stopping rain

before/after excursions, New Year, new moon, wars, injuries
epidemics

disasters (earthquakes, tsunami), eclipses, shamanic rituals 
to stop the snow

Hunting

Other
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over of a household includes inheriting rituals related to the deities 
and ancestors of the family. Therefore, this prayer must be used to tell 
the deities and ancestors that the adopted child left his/her original 
family and became an heir of the new family. This prayer is of course 
for the health of the child as well. 

Roles of inaw

Kitahara  Expressing wishes and gratitude through prayers and 
making offerings are important parts of kamuynomi. The most 
important offerings are inaw and sacred alcohol. Tobacco, grain and 
dried wild vegetables are also offered to fire deities.* In the Tokachi 
region and areas eastward, an offering made by mixing these things 
together in advance may also be used. 

Imaishi  How exactly are these offerings made?

Kitahara  Inaw are inserted in the four corners of fireplaces and 
rooms, both sides of doors and windows and other places where 
kamuy are thought to exist. Inaw are placed at the back of the house 
or other places where people do not enter very often in order to 
worship deities of distant mountains or rivers or those in heaven. 
Frilly wood shavings called inawkike may be wrapped around 
implements as offerings to the deities of implements.

These places where inaw are placed are regarded as altars. Inaw 
offered to fire or water deities may be cast into fire or water, but 
others placed at altars are usually left there. Since new inaw are 
added with each ritual, the number of inaw at the altars increases 
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gradually. 

Imaishi  The number of inaw must really grow over the years. Are 
those placed outside left to decay? 

Kitahara  In the ritual process, ramat leave the inaw and ascend 
to the world of deities. Thus only the bodies of inaw are left after 
the rituals. If the inaw are still standing on the day after a ritual, it 
is believed that the prayers were heard, and thus, the inaw are left 
untouched. If there are too many and they take up too much space, 
older ones are removed and placed behind the altar. 

I mentioned earlier that inaw are offerings. Houses constructed 
before the modern era had sacred windows believed to be linked to 
the spirit world. It is said that inaw offered through rituals appear at 
the sacred windows of the house where deities live and change to 
gold or silver depending on the materials used to make them. 

Figure 2   Correlation chart of inaw and other ritual tools

Offerings Messengers

Guardian deities Talismans

tree bark, 
fabric, etc. kikeuspasuy

ikupasuy

senisteh
cisekorkamuy

bamboo grass,
mugwort,
pine, etc.
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Imaishi  Am I correct in my understanding that the value of inaw lies 
primarily in the fact that they are seen as treasures for deities? 

Kitahara  Yes. It was believed in Ainu culture that treasures would 
not only bring wealth but also protect their owner, similar to some 
talismans. In the same way, deities are said to become more powerful 
by receiving inaw. The relative prestige amongst the deities of those 
that have received many inaw offerings from humans increases, as a 
large number of inaw indicates many humans respect them.

In addition to being treasures, inaw serve as messengers because 
their ramat convey the prayers of humans. Inaw also have an 
assigned gender, and male inaw are offered to female deities and 
vice versa in Hokkaido. This is based on the idea that conversation 
will go smoothly if a favor is asked by the opposite sex. In Sakhalin, 
however, inaw are offered to deities of the same sex because it is 
believed they can understand each other’s circumstances better that 
way. 

Imaishi  So inaw are personified to the degree that they are thought 
to have genders.

Kitahara  There are also some exceptional inaw that remain in the 
world of humans to play the role of guardian deities. For example, 
there are guardian deities for families and their heads, as well as 
for bears kept in cages. A somewhat unusual example is that of 
inaw being a talking companion to bears. When a bear hunted on 
a mountain cannot be taken home, an inaw is made and erected 
to converse with the bear and guard its meat and fur. This kind of 
inaw is not dedicated to deities and the inaw itself is called kamuy. 
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In literature, guardian deity inaw often appear and talk or chase 
monsters in their original form as inaw, or in the shape of humans. 
When the culture-giving deity aynurakkur fought against a giant 
demon, he made 60 inaw each from six kinds of trees, 360 in total, 
and they turned into armed men and women to assist him in the 
battle. As six is a symbol for a large number, the number of inaw was 
actually greater. 

Imaishi  That’s amazing. Inaw are given divinity as guardian deities. 
Treasures, messengers and guardian deities—there seem to be many 
roles given to inaw.

Kitahara  That’s true. In addition, they play the role of talismans 
to drive out evil spirits possessing humans and houses. There are 
also other ritual implements that play similar roles, such as ikupasuy 
(sacred flat prayer sticks), which serve as messengers, mugwort 
dolls and wooden figures as guardian deities, and takusa (bunches 
of bamboo, pine or mugwort leaves) as talismans. Behind each of 
these implements is a profound world. I believe we will be able to 
better understand Ainu spiritual history by closely looking at their 
formation, development and how they have become linked with inaw.  

Now I would like to focus on ikupasuy, which is a ritual 
implement made by shaving wood into a spatula-like shape and 
carving it. It is believed that sacred alcohol will be delivered to a 
deity by holding it in the right hand, dipping it in an alcohol vessel, 
and praying while swaying it in the direction of the deity. At the 
same time, it plays the role of delivering the words of prayers by 
standing in front of humans. Therefore, it is glorified in prayers by 
being referred to as ikunit ekasi pawasnu pito (father of the alcohol 
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stick/eloquent person). Those used for especially important rituals 
are called kikeuspasuy (pasuy with wood shavings) and, as its name 
implies, is in a shape similar to that of inaw with wood shavings. 
Meanwhile, those in Yoichi have short wood shavings resembling a 
tongue near the tip. In the southwest and Sea of Japan coastal areas, 
ordinary ikupasuy also have mouth-like carvings and are called 
parunpe (tongue). 

I will discuss marks carved on inaw at the end of Chapter 2. Such 
marks are also found on ikupasuy. It has long been believed that 
common marks are used in a family or community. While this is 
mostly true, it is not a sufficient description. For example, inaw and 
ikupasuy have different marking systems. In other words, different 
marks are used for inaw and ikupasuy even within the same family or 
marks are carved on ikupasuy in areas where there are no marks for 
inaw. Little is known about the rules on which these distinctions are 
based. 

Imaishi  So ikupasuy and inaw are actually slightly different despite 
having similarities in terms of their form, such as marks and carvings.

Kitahara  Yes. There are also similarities in their roles, but they are 
not exactly the same. For example, the role of messenger is primarily 
played by ikupasuy. In this sense, the role unique to inaw is that 
of being an offering. Not an offering like food or drink, but rather 
the kind that amuses and heightens the prestige of deities with its 
beauty. I actually think the roles of inaw other than that of being an 
offering may have been introduced from and shared with other ritual 
implements. 
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Imaishi  I see. It may be difficult to prove that last part, but I would 
be willing to accept it as a hypothesis (laughs). 

Kitahara  Yes (laughs). In the next chapter, I’ll give specific 
examples of inaw usage.

Imaishi  Thank you.

Figure 3  A man offering alcohol with ikupasuy in his right hand
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C1-1 C1-2 C1-3

Column – Various types of secondary processing 

The kike of inaw becomes curlier if the material used to make it is drier (Fig. 
1). The degree of dryness depends on the aesthetics of the maker. Secondary 
processing, such as twisting, braiding or stretching (Fig. 2), may also be 
conducted after shaving. The more effort made in producing an inaw, the 
better in quality it is considered to be (no processing < twisting < braiding). 
After a long kike is shaven, it is dried in a state where its tassels are pushed up 
along the shaft with their lower end tied to the shaft. This makes the shoulders 
of the kike slightly taut (Fig. 3).

Although the color of the wooden surface varies according to the materials 
used, inaw are rarely pigmented. However, in Sakhalin, inaw for bear-sending 
may be dyed using the juice of cowberries or other pigments (Fig. 5). This 
practice may originate from neighboring Nivkh* customs.

Customarily, after kike are shaven, in many cases they are cut from the 
shaft. This is referred to as cimesuinaw (stripped inaw), cimespainaw or inaw 
kike. Cimesuinaw are hung by inserting them in the four corners of rooms, sides 
of doors and windows and other parts of the house, or used by wrapping them 
around or covering animal bones enshrined as guardian deities or treasures. 
This type of kike may also undergo secondary processing, such as twisting and 
braiding, and may be used as a material for making ceremonial headdresses 
and bear costumes. Such usages are very similar to the practice of the Koryaks 
in Kamchatka to wrap dune grass stems, which they consider sacred, around 
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statues of deities or that in Honshu to dress Oshirasama (god of the home) 
with paper or cloth.

Cimesuinaw may also be used as the most simplified form of inaw. In 
Sakhalin and southwestern Hokkaido, cimesuinaw inserted in or bound to the 
tip of wood, which is identical in shape to the leg of inaw, are placed on the 
altar (Fig. 4).

In Honshu and areas southward, there are hardly any usages similar to that 
of inaw kike of Ainu. Instead, shapes resembling certain things, such as ears 
of millet or barnyard grass, male genitalia, swords, birds and dolls, are often 
found in Honshu and areas southward. In such cases, shavings represent �ower 
petals, ears, feathers, hair or clothes. It can be said that kezurikake in Honshu 
and areas southward are quite figurative, unlike inaw, which are abstract 
�gures that can only be described as inaw.

Kezurikake are not usually colored, but there are some colored ones that 
can be found in the Tohoku region. One example is kezuribana (�ower-shaped 
shavings) given as o�erings at graves during the week of the vernal equinox. 
These are made by inserting bright yellow and red shavings into actual 
boxwood or camellia branches (Fig. 4-51). Another example is kezurikake made 
in Akita known as hotaki-bo or bondenko, characterized by red coloring (Fig. 
4-25). Another characteristic of hotaki-bo is that long 
fringes are tied at two or three places, something rarely 
seen in the rest of Honshu and areas southward. The 
practices of coloring and tying shavings may be related 
to  t h e  c u s to m s  i n  t h e 
north.

Fi g .  C 1 - 1  O r d i n a r y  k i k e 
(production)

Fig. C1-2 Basting
F i g .  C 1 - 3  S h a p e d  i n a w 

(source: Umehara (ed.), 
1984) 

Fig.  C1-4 Kike  + leg ACM  
4082 

F i g .  C 1 - 5  S t a i n e d  i n a w  
Museum of  Nor thern 
Peoples E-565 (Ni itoi 
o n  t h e  e a s t  co a s t  o f 
Sakhalin) C1-5C1-4
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Chapter 2 Information on inaw

Jirota KITAHARA

Various rituals and inaw

Inaw are used in various prayers throughout the year. Although 
they serve a common purpose as gifts to deities, there is a complex 
system concerning the manner in which they are offered, such as 
differences in shape and size, or the number and combination of male 
and female inaw. This is in marked contrast to kezurikake in Honshu, 
which are used only at certain times of the year, such as Little New 
Year* and equinox, and by pairing certain usages and shapes. Inaw 
of Ainu are mainly used in an abstract manner. This may be related to 
the fact that “inaw are not shaped to resemble something else and can 
only be described as inaw,” as Ms. Imaishi said.

This chapter will first present examples of inaw used on various 
occasions by region. Examples of altars enshrining fire deities and 
outdoor altars will be given, and certain unique examples, such as 
inaw for bear-sending, will be highlighted. The latter half of the 
chapter will present regional tendencies with a focus on several 
points, including itokpa (marks) on inaw, short kike (kezurikake), 
long dispersed kike, and tufts.

(1) Regional examples

◎Ushiro/Raichishi on the west coast of Sakhalin Island
Ushiro and Raichishi are located in the northern part of the 
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Memuro Obihiro

Fig. 2-1 Male inaw dedicated to the fire deity  HM 
89501-1  L = 28cm, ø = 2.45cm (Ushiro)

Fig. 2-2 Female inaw dedicated to the fire deity  
HM 89501-2  L = 27.9cm, ø = 1.85cm (Ushiro)

Fig. 2-3 Inaw dedicated to the fire deity   Used in 
combination with a small one  UHM 000622  
L = 38.3cm, ø = 2.72cm (Ushiro)

Fig. 2-4 Model of inaw dedicated to the fire deity  
AM 62241-3  L – 28cm, ø = 2.4cm (Raichishi)
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west coast of South Sakhalin and are similar to each other in terms 
of culture. Most Ainu from these areas have now immigrated to 
Hokkaido and areas southward.

In any of the aforementioned areas, small inaw with short kike 
are used in ordinary services for fire deities. In slightly more formal 
rituals, such inaw are combined with larger and more complexly 
shaped inaw and erected on the side of honor of the fireplace (farther 
left as seen from the entrance). Figures 1 and 2 show small inaw 
placed next to fireplaces in Ushiro. Both are made of willow, have the 
bark completely removed, and have marks carved on them. Figure 1 
is a male inaw on which short kike are shaved downward on its head, 
while the female one (Fig. 2) has kike shaved from the bottom to the 
top of its head. There are also short kike on the sides of their bodies. 

2-42-32-22-1
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Figure 3 shows a large fire inaw of Ushiro. It is made of willow and 
slightly larger, with some bark and a branch still attached to its body.

It is said that in Raichishi male and female inaw are offered as a 
pair, but it is not known if the gender difference is distinguished by 
shape or material. Fire deity inaw were renewed once a month or so. 
Ash in the fireplace and inaw were also replaced when an unfortunate 
occurring happened to the family. Figure 4 shows models of large 
inaw of Raichishi. They are made of willow, have the bark removed, 
and the bodies have marks carved on them. Short kike are shaved 
downward on their heads. This type of inaw sometimes has short kike 
above and below the marks on their bodies. Small inaw thought to 
represent horizontal offshoots are inserted in holes made on the sides 
of the body. Senisteh (charms) and dolls made of elder known as 
“kamadogami” (kitchen god) in Japanese are also made, although the 
details are unknown (Fig. 5). It is said these were also placed on the 
side of the fireplace that is not the side of honor. 

Inaw erected on outdoor altars are generally tall, with many of 
them measuring 2 meters or taller (Fig. 6). Their heads and bodies 
are made separately, the former made of willow and the latter made 
of Todo fir, Yezo spruce or birch. The tips of the bodies are split to 
insert the heads. On those erected outdoors, long kike are shaved 
under short ones. It seems that the one shown here was cut when it 
was collected, but they are generally longer and their lower ends are 
pointed. Two branches are sometimes kept attached to the sides of 
the body like arms with which to tie on other inaw or kike. Figures 7 
and 8 show models of outdoor inaw. The one with braided kike (Fig. 
7) is pinneinaw (male inaw) and the other one is mahneinaw (female 
inaw) (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 2-5 Figures of male and female guardian deities (senisteh)  Collection of the 
Nanzan University Museum of Anthropology (Raichishi) 

Fig. 2-6 Inaw placed on an outdoor altar  The right one was inserted into the head 
of the left one (Left) SM 2270-17  L = 81cm, ø = 5.5cm   (Right) SM 2270-62  
L = 24cm, ø = 2.4cm (Raichishi) 

Fig. 2-7 Model of male inaw  AM 62241-1  L = 29cm, ø = 2.4cm (Raichishi) 
Fig. 2-8 Model of female inaw  AM 62241-2  L = 28.5cm, ø = 2.15cm
Fig. 2-9 Inaw dedicated to the skull of a bear deity  Museum of Northern Peoples  

Permanent exhibit  L = 64cm, ø = 2.3cm (Raichishi) 

2-5 2-7 2-8

2-6 2-9
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On the altar for bear-sending are 55 inaw made of Todo fir. Inaw 
to decorate the skull (Fig. 9) is slightly different, with a horizontal 
stick placed through the skull and ring-shaped kike hanging from it. 
Figure 10 shows a model of a stake called a tukusis. Actual tukusis 
are 4 to 5 meters or taller as they are used to leash bears, and are also 
characterized by the use of forked wood. Figure 11 shows a model of 
inaw used to pat the head of the bear when offering prayers to it. This 
type of hanging inaw often seen on Sakhalin Island is used to hang 
wrapped wooden dolls or is hung from the bows of ships.

There are also ninkariinaw (earring inaw) with a ring attached to 
them. These are used when enshrining dogs and during the sun deity 
festivals in March and August. Figure 12 is a model of this type of 
inaw. Since inaw with a ring is characteristic of Sakhalin Island, an 
example of Shirahama on the east coast is also presented (Fig. 13). 

◎Takashima area, Otaru (Hamamasu Ward, Ishikari)
Although there are very few materials from the Sea of Japan coast 

of Hokkaido, there are a relatively large number of items from the 
Hamamasu Ward, Ishikari. These were made by a group of families 
who moved together from the Takashima area of Otaru to the ward.

Inaw with short kike is called situinaw, of which those offered to 
fire deities are known as apekorinaw (inaw with fire) and have short 
downward kike shaved around them (Fig. 14). Cloth is sometimes 
tied to their heads for prayers to heal illnesses or for other special 
purposes.

Large and small inaw are erected on outdoor altars, and the type 
shown in Fig. 15 is offered to deities of altars and water. Pairs of short 
downward kike are shaved in three rows and two marks are carved 
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on the head. The combination of marks varies in 
accordance with the deity to which it is offered. 
Figures 16 and 17 show inaw offered to Blakiston’s 
fish owls and brown bears, respectively. Only the 
heads are shown here, but long bodies are actually 
attached beneath them. On the one shown in Fig. 
16, a bunch of 14 long twisted kike shaved upward 

Fig. 2-10 Model of a pile used to tie a bear  HM 89525  L = 62cm, ø = 2.24cm (Raichishi)
Fig. 2-11 Model of inaw used to pat the head of a bear when telling the bear the 

way home  HM 89523  L = 20cm, ø = 2.1cm 
Fig. 2-12  Model of inaw with a ring  HM 89524  L = 30cm, ø = 2.7cm (Raichishi)
Fig. 2-13 Model of inaw dedicated to the sun deity  ACM 4083  L = 76.5cm, ø = 2cm  

(Shirahama)

Fig. 2-10 Model of a pile used to tie a bear  HM 89525  L = 62cm, ø = 2.24cm (Raichishi)

2-10

2-11

2-13

2-12

2-14
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2-15

2-18

2-16 2-17

Fig. 2-14 Inaw of the fire deity  HU 34622  L = 20cm, ø = 1.9cm (Hamamasu Ward, 
Ishikari)

Fig. 2-15 Inaw dedicated to altar/water deities With a mark on the head and three 
pairs of kike.   HU 10720  L = 55.5cm, ø = 2.36cm (Hamamasu Ward, Ishikari) 

Fig. 2-16 Kotankorcikap  HU 10718  L = 72.5cm, ø = 3.1cm (Hamamasu Ward, Ishikari)
Fig. 2-17 Kimunkamuy inaw  HU 10722  L = 71.5cm, ø = 2.35cm (Hamamasu)
Fig. 2-18 Illustration of bear-sending in Hamamasu [Reprinted from Kindaichi, 

Sugiyama, 1993 (1942)]  L55.5cm  ø2.36cm
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near the head are hanging down and tied loosely together. Long kike 
are shaved around the body except for one section and short kike are 
shaved downward from the section below it. Marks are carved in 
two places on the head. Figure 17 is also known as pekerinaw (pure 
inaw), and kike shaved upwards that have not undergone secondary 
processing hang downwards and are not tied. There are two marks on 
the head and kikeuspasuy (ikupasuy with kike) used for prayers is tied 
to the bottom of it.

The altar for bear-sending is similar to those of many regions in 
Hokkaido. The figure is a schematic diagram drawn by Mr. Sueo 
Sugiyama (Fig. 18).

◎Sapporo/Ishikari
These items are from the area that extends across the boundary 

between Sapporo and Ishikari. Figure 19 is thought to be a small fire 
inaw, and figure 20 shows a large fire inaw. Small inaw are called 
cehorkakep (inversely shaved thing) and have pairs of short kike 
shaved downward in two rows. Large inaw are called apesamuspe 
(thing standing by fire) and have hanging fringes made by twisting 
long kike shaved upward. They have pointed lower ends for insertion 
in the fireplace and have no marks carved into them. Inaw made of 
pagoda wood were also erected on both sides of the doorway.

Inaw placed outside are erected high by binding them to long 
inawkema (inaw legs). Figure 21 shows sinoinaw (authentic inaw), 
which has seven short upward kike under 14 fringes made by twisting 
long upward kike. Figure 22 is an item that belonged to the N family, 
which was called kikeparse and offered to Blakiston’s fish owls. Kike 
is shaved upward around it and two marks are carved on the head. It 
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is erected with the x mark facing the deity side (rear side of the altar). 

◎Shintotsukawa (Asahikawa)
As materials from the Ishikari river basin, items from Shintotsukawa 

in the Sorachi district are presented. In Sorachi and Asahikawa, mid-
stream and upstream groups were formed with a boundary near 
Kamuikotan, but the designs of their inaw are very similar. Most of 
the Ainu in Sorachi moved to Asahikawa in the late Meiji era. 

The small fire inaw are made of willow and called apesamuspe 
(thing standing by fire) (Fig. 23). They have pairs of short kike 
shaved downward in four rows, another short downward kike shaved 
around the upper part of the body and six marks on the head. Figure 
24 shows cikeinaw (inaw that we shaved) with 16 hanging fringes 

Fig. 2-19 Cehorkakep  HU 10799  
L = 21cm, ø = 1.1cm (Ishikari)

Fig. 2-20 Apekamuy  HU 10797  L 
= 51.5cm, ø = 1.6cm  (Ishikari)

Fig. 2-21 Sinoinaw  HU 10808  L = 
63cm, ø = 2.95cm (Ishikari)

Fig. 2-22 Kikeparse  HM 8106  L 
= 44.5cm, ø = 27.8cm (Barato, 
Sapporo)

2-19

2-20 2-21 2-22
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made by twisting long upward kike. There is another short downward 
kike underneath it, and the lower end is pointed. It has six marks on 
the head. Small inaw are burned during rituals and large ones are kept 

2-23
2-24 2-25

2-26 2-28

2-27
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by inserting them near sacred windows.
A variety of inaw are placed on outdoor altars. Examples of small 

ones include those erected on altars to send the bran of cereals to the 
spirit world (Fig. 25) and those for deities in charge of altars (Fig. 
26). The inaw in Fig. 26 has pairs of short downward kike in five 
rows, another short downward kike shaved around the upper part of 
the body and marks on the head. Large ones are erected up high by 

Fig. 2-23 Apesamuspe  Inaw dedicated to the fire deity  HM 8123  L = 30cm, ø = 
2.35cm (Shintotsukawa (Chikabumi)) 

Fig. 2-24 Cisekorinaw   HU 10705  L = 49.5cm, ø = 3.11cm (a.a.) 
Fig. 2-25 Murkutausi  Inaw for a bran disposal site  HU 10706  L = 65.5cm, ø = 

2.28cm (a.a.)
Fig. 2-26 Nusakorinaw   HU 10182-4  L = 70cm, ø = 3.5cm (a.a.)
Fig. 2-27 Isoanikamuy  Inaw dedicated to the hunting deities  HU 10182  L = 52.5cm, 

ø = 2.8cm  Leg: L = 92cm, ø = 2.9cm (a.a.)
Fig. 2-28 Iriinaw   Inaw used to hang body parts from dissected animals  HU 

10190-10  L = 146cm, ø = 5.4cm (Shintotsukawa (Chikabumi)) 
Fig. 2-29 Kunnerek sending  Part of an altar used to send an Ural owl  HU 10183-2  

L = 120cm, ø = 3.5cm (a.a.) 
Fig. 2-30 Inaw dedicated to a ship deity?   HU 10855  L = 31cm, ø = 1.56cm (a.a.)

2-29 2-30
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connecting them to the body. Some others have long upward kike 
around them, short downward kike above and two marks on the head 
(Fig. 27).

Other rare inaw include those erected when cutting a bear into 
pieces (Fig. 28), those for the spirit-sending of Ural owls (Fig. 29) 
and those offered to deities of newly built boats (Fig. 30).

◎Bihoro
Two male and one female inaw are made to be erected by a 

fireplace. One of the male ones is larger and considered the large 
inaw to be kept standing on the side of honor of the fireplace, and 
the small male and female ones are both burned. Figure 31 shows 
the large one, which is called apesituinaw (fire situ inaw). In Fig. 
32, the one on the right is pinnesituinaw and the one on the left is 
matnesituinaw. They are all made of willow. The large one and the 
small male one are identical in shape, with pairs of short downward 
kike in three rows and another short downward kike shaved around 
the upper part. The shape of the female inaw is almost the same, but 
the lowest kike is shaved upward.

Large and small inaw are placed on outdoor altars. The inaw in 
Fig. 33 is offered to the deities of rivers and daimyo oak trees. It is 
made by removing the outer bark and shaving pairs of short kike 
downward in four rows and another short one around the upper part. 
A mark called cepitoppa (fish mark) is carved on one side of the 
head. When hunters cannot catch enough game in the mountains, 
they pray while offering this inaw to daimyo oak trees. This mark is 
carved only on male inaw offered to female deities.

Figure 35 shows a large inaw offered to dragon deities. One short 
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kike is shaved both upward and downward below hanging fringes 
made by twisting long upward kike. Above the long kike, there is 
another downward short kike shaved around the body and two marks. 
Very short scale-like kike are shaved upward above the x mark, 
indicating that this is an inaw offered to a dragon deity.

Figure 34 shows the most complexly shaped inaw among those 
placed on altars for bear sending, and it is said that it is offered as a 
gift for the grandmother of the bear deity being sent. It is nearly the 
same shape as the one in Fig. 35, but has no scale-like kike on the 
head and three upward and downward short kike are shaved on the 
main shaft. Pairs of short kike are also shaved downward on the body 
in five rows to be connected to the body.
 
◎Teshibetsu River (Harutori, Kushiro City) / Nusamai, Kushiro 

(Tsurui)
Kushiro City has a mixture of culture linked to Abashiri/Kitami 

on the inland side and that of the Pacific coast. Since the person 
who prepared the materials from Harutori in Kushiro City was an 
immigrant from the inland area near the Teshibetsu River, more 
characteristics of northern areas can be seen in the inaw. 

Two male and one female inaw are made to be erected by a 
fireplace. One of the male ones is larger and served as a large inaw, 
which is kept standing on the side of honor of the fireplace, and the 
small male and female ones are both burned. Figures 36, 41 (right) 
and 41 (left) show the large, small male and small female inaw, 
respectively. Figure 37 also shows the small female inaw. They 
are all made of willow. The large one and the small male one are 
identical in shape, with pairs of short downward kike in two rows and 
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Fig. 2-31 Large inaw dedicated to the fire deity  ACM 7208  L = 14.2cm, ø = 1.1cm 
(Bihoro)

Fig. 2-32 Small inaw dedicated to the fire deity  (Left) Female  ACM 4051  L = 
12.5cm, ø = 0.6cm  (Right) Male  ACM 7209  L = 12.5cm, ø = 0.65cm (Bihoro)

Fig. 2-33 Inaw dedicated to a river and an oak tree   HM 8110   L = 39.7cm, ø = 1.7 
m (Bihoro) 

Fig. 2-34 Part of an altar used for bear sending  Dedicated to the grandmother deity 
of the bear HU 0204  K-2  L = 181cm, ø = 2.6cm (Bihoro)

Fig. 2-35 Inaw dedicated to the dragon deity  HM 8071  L = 52.5cm, ø = 2.4cm 
(Bihoro)
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another short downward kike shaved around the upper part. The one 
in Fig. 37 has two rows of short upward kike. 

The large inaw for outdoor altars shown in Fig. 38 has fringes 
made by twisting long upward kike, and a pair of short upward kike 
and another short downward kike below them (see also Fig. 39). 
Above the long kike is a short downward kike shaved around the body 
and two marks. Figure 40 shows the type offered to Blakiston’s fish 
owls and Ural owls. It has the same shape as the one in Fig. 39, but 
has a tuft-like kike at the top. There are also inaw made by attaching 
kike to tree branches.

Outdoor inaw in Nusamai also have long kike and the same marks 

2-36

2-41

2-37

2-38

2-39 2-40

Fig. 2-36 Large fire deity inaw  HM 89490-1  L = 19.2cm, ø 
= 1.3cm (Teshibetsu, Akan (Harutori, Kushiro))

Fig. 2-37 Small fire deity inaw (female)  HM 89490-3  L = 
19cm, ø = 0.75cm (a.a.)

Fig. 2-38 Seaside altar  HM 89489-4  L = 72.5cm, ø = 3.45 (a.a.)
Fig. 2-39 Seaside altar HM 89489 (a part of 2-38)
Fig. 2-40  HM 89489-5  L = 60cm, ø = 3.6cm (Teshibetsu, 

Akan (Harutori, Kushiro)) 
Fig. 2-41 (Right) Female  HM 8125  L = 44cm, ø = 1.65cm 

/ (Left) Male  HM 8124  L = 43.5cm, ø = 1.65cm 
(Nusamai, Kushiro (Tsurui))
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seen in Fig. 39, but do not have short kike near the top. The same 
type can be seen in Shiranuka, Shibecha and other neighboring areas. 
Small male and female inaw are offered to the deities of rivers and 
camping sites (Fig. 41). These are sometimes combined with inaw 
made by attaching kike to branches. 

◎Tokachi (Obihiro, Memuro, Otofuke)
Obihiro, Memuro and Otofuke are neighboring areas situated in 

the inland part of the Tokachi district.
In Otofuke and Obihiro, five small and one large inaw made of 

willow are erected by the fireplace. The small ones are burned during 
the ritual and the large one is maintained. Figure 42 shows a small 

2-42

2-43 2-44 2-462-45

Fig. 2-42 Small fire deity inaw  HU 10732  L = 18.5cm, ø = 1cm (Otofuke)
Fig. 2-43 Large fire deity inaw  HU 10731  L = 27cm,  ø = 2.5cm (Otofuke)
Fig. 2-44  HU 10761  L = 86cm, W = 2.3cm (Memuro)
Fig. 2-45 Part of a bear-sending altar  HU 10228-3  L = 158.4cm, ø = 2.3cm 

(Fushiko, Obihiro)
Fig. 2-46  HU 10189-b  L = 174cm, ø = 1.8cm (Otofuke)
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fire inaw from Otofuke, which has pairs of short downward kike in 
three rows. Figure 43 is a large fire inaw that is identical in shape to 
the one in Fig. 42 but is ten centimeter longer and has three streaks of 
bark removed from the unbarked part at the bottom.

Large and small inaw are erected on outdoor altars. Two small 
situinaw each are offered to the deities of water, Eurasian wren, fox 
and siranpakamuy (*snake) in Obihiro. Their shape is nearly identical 
to that seen in Fig. 43. Large inaw called inaw netopa (body of inaw) 
are offered to the Blakiston’s fish owl, Ural owl, black woodpecker, 
wolf and water deities (i.e., three inaw including situinaw are offered 
to the water deity). Of these, those offered to bird deities have tuft-
like kike.

Figure 44 shows the head of a large inaw from 
Memuro. This one does not have marks, although 
there are usually two marks carved in such inaw. 
Figure 45 presents one from Obihiro, with two marks 
and ear tufts at the top. Figure 46 is from Otofuke 
and has short downward kike around it between 
fringes made by twisting long upward kike and 
marks. This indicates that, while inaw made in these 
three areas are very similar, those of Otofuke have 
slight elements from northern areas, such as Kitami 
and Abashiri. 

◎Shumshu (Shikotan) Island in the Kurils
A c t u a l  m a t e r i a l s  a n d  l i t e r a t u r e 

concerning inaw of the Kurils are very 
limited. People who lived on Shumshu 

Fig. 2-47  National Museum 
of Ethnology K0002327  
L = 50.4cm, ø = 3.5cm 
(Shumshu Island) 
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Island near the northern end of the islands immigrated to Shikotan 
Island in the south in 1884 under a policy based on the Treaty of 
Saint Petersburg concluded between Japan and Russia in 1875. 
Figure 47 shows an inaw made by an immigrant and offered to the 
thunder deity (kannakamuy). It has marks at the front, back, right and 
left. Below the marks, there are a pair of short downward kike and 
pairs of long upward kike in three rows tied in the front. Inaw from 
this area have a unique shape despite having short and long kike, 
marks and other elements shared with those of other areas. 

 
(2) Regional characteristics seen from inaw elements

Examples of different areas have been presented thus far, with 
a focus on several points, including marks, kike and bark. Inaw 
makers gradually transform a piece of wood into its finished form 
by processing one part at a time. The meaning of inaw varied in 
accordance with slight differences in this process, such as the 
presence or absence of marks, length/direction of kike and whether 
kike were twisted or untwisted. 

Here I will refer to such parts that affect the meaning of inaw 
as “elements.” More diverse inaw can be made if there are a 
greater variety of parts that can be combined freely. The types and 
combinations of such parts vary slightly by region. To put it simply, 
differences are greater between areas farther apart from each other, 
while areas using the same parts and combinations are culturally 
closer. This section looks at regional characteristics in Ainu culture, 
with a particular focus on the distribution of such parts.
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◎Marks
In the Ainu language, marks are called itokpa (western Hokkaido), 

itoppa (eastern Hokkaido) or itohpa (Sakhalin). The shapes and 
meanings of the marks are shared within each family, and marked 
inaw are considered more formal. The marks can be roughly divided 
into two types—those carved on the body or on the head. Marks 
on the body are only found on Sakhalin Island, although there is an 
exception that was found in the town of Yoichi in Hokkaido. Marks 
on the body consist of a plain surface and several lines, which often 
resemble the eyes, nose, mouth or other parts of human faces and 
intestines. Therefore, in regions 
where marks are on the body, the 
side that is marked is the front of 
the inaw. 

Marks on the head are mainly 
found in Hokkaido and only in 
part of the west coast of Sakhalin 
Island. Only one mark is carved 
in the western part of the Hidaka 
region, including Biratori, and 
the southwest region, including 
Chitose, Iburi and Kaminokuni 
(darker parts in Map 1). Marked 
inaw are especially rare in the 
western part of the Hidaka region 
since only those offered to deities 
that are especially important to 
each family are marked. 

Fig. 2-48 Inaw for bear skulls  HU 10187  
L = 234cm, ø = 3.5cm (Yoichi)
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Map 1  Types and distribution of marks 

Type of head
◎Multiple mark-type
● Single mark-type Cyclic: short

◎ Common
● Rare

Genders are indicated 
by the direction of 
shavings (upward: female, 
downward: male)
◎ Common
● Rare

Types of short kike
◎ Paired
● Three-piece

Map 3  Distribution of cyclic kike

Map 2  Indication of genders

Map 4  Distribution of paired and three-piece kike
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In other areas where multiple marks are carved (lighter parts in 
Map 1), there are marks with different meanings, such as marks to 
face the side of deities (behind altars) and humans in Ishikari and 
Horobetsu and marks for deities and houses in Bihoro and Abashiri. 
In the Hamamasu Ward of Ishikari and Nusamai, different marks 
are used in different combinations depending on the deities to which 
inaw are offered. In the Kurils, two kinds of marks are carved in two 
parts each around the body. 

In addition to inaw, marks are carved on ikupasuy and other ritual 
implements, ladles, pothooks and other everyday items found around 
fireplaces, as well as on arrows and harpoons. This is an interesting 
topic as the diversity of marks on inaw mentioned above and their 
relationship with those on other items have not yet been fully 
clarified. 

◎Short kike (cyclic, paired and three-piece)
Short kike were shaved in pairs or around the entire body of inaw. 

Here I refer to the former as “paired” (taisei) and the latter as “cyclic” 
(rinsei). Paired kike are found throughout Hokkaido, Sakhalin and the 
Kurils. In Hokkaido, the angle of shaving is shifted stepwise by 90 
degrees. This type of inaw is offered to relatively familiar deities or 
for simple prayers. The number of rows of kike tended to increase for 
relatively formal rituals. Paired kike often corresponded to genders 
in the area east of the line connecting Samani and Bihoro. In all 
cases except for those of Cape Sekitan in Shiranuka, downward and 
upward shavings represented male and female, respectively (Map 2). 

Cyclic kike are distributed throughout Sakhalin Island and north of 
the line connecting Yoichi, Otofuke and the Teshibetsu river basin in 
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Hokkaido, but have not been seen in the Kurils (Map 3). Since those 
in Sakhalin are shaved spirally in rows, they are longer than those in 
Hokkaido and have a shape resembling an ear of grain. They are used 
more often in the north and served as the most basic parts in Sakhalin 
and Bihoro. Their use gradually decreases towards the south. In 
Yoichi, for example, they are used for very limited purposes, such as 
for inaw to decorate the bear skull in the bear-sending ceremony (Fig. 
48). 

There are also kike shaved in a feather-like manner from unbarked 
inaw. While some of them are in pairs, they are usually shaved in 
three-piece sets (sansei). It used to be said that the form with three-
piece kike was the original form of inaw, but their geographical 
distribution was limited to part of southwestern Hokkaido. It is 
therefore assumed that inaw of this form are relatively new (Map 4).

 Western 
Sakhalin 

Eastern 
Sakhalin 

West 
(coastal) North East Southwest Kurils 

Mark 
(body) ◎ ◎ △ * Only in 

Yoichi × 

Mark 
(head) △ ◎ Multiple 

marks 
◎ Multiple 

marks 
◎ 

Single mark 
◎ Multiple 

marks 
Short: 
cyclic ◎ ◎ △ * Only in 

Yoichi ◎ 〇 Inland 

× × 

× × 

Short: 
paired ◎ ◎ ? 

◎ Upward: 
female 

Downward: 
male 

◎ Upward: 
female 

Downward: 
male 

◎ ◎ 

Short: 
three-piece × × × ◎

Tuft × ◎ ◎ 

× × × 

× ×  × 

× × × × 
Long: 
twisted ◎ Male ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ 

Male ◎ 

Long: 
scattering 

◎ 
Female ◎ ◎ × Male 

ancestors 
× Male 

ancestors 
◎ 

Female ? 

* West = Sea of Japan coast  North = Wakkanai, Nayoro, Ishikari river basin, Kitami and Abashiri 
 East = Kushiro, Tokachi and eastern Hidaka  Southwest ＝ western Hidaka, Iburi and Oshima 
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◎Tufts
Tuft-like kike seen on inaw for owl and other bird deities are also 

a northern element found in Shintotsukawa, Asahikawa, Nayoro and 
other areas east of Tokachi. 

◎Long kike
Variations of long kike are made by twisting, braiding and other 

secondary processing techniques. In this case, there is a tendency to 
regard inaw with processed kike as male and those with kike hanging 
unprocessed as female. In areas east and north of Tokachi, inaw with 
long unprocessed kike are not used for prayers to deities. They are 
offered to male ancestors in Kussharo and Asahikawa. In Shizunai, 
Shinhidaka, twisted kike have become rare in recent years although 
they were used until the 1950s. 

Looking once again at the distribution of these elements, those in 
Sakhalin have many points in common with those of northeastern 
Hokkaido, while they differ from those of southwestern Hokkaido in 
many aspects, indicating cultural differences between the north and 
south. As northeastern Hokkaido has unique elements such as marks 
on the head and tufts, it can be said that there are three cultural zones 
– Sakhalin, northeastern Hokkaido and southwestern Hokkaido. 
However, there is continuity in some aspects of southwestern 
Hokkaido, the Sea of Japan coast and Sakhalin, indicating that such 
distribution has formed through complex historical processes, such 
as interactions and immigration between regions far apart from 
each other. The cases of inaw serving as guardian deities in the next 
section will make this even more obvious. 
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◎Inaw as guardian deities
Guardian deities of houses are a typical example of inaw 

themselves serving as a kind of guardian deity. While the physical 
building itself that forms a house is considered a female deity, its 
guardian deity is a separate deity that has been transferred to the 
house and is sometimes regarded as the husband of the female fire 
deity in some areas, such as Raichishi on the west coast of Sakhalin 
and the Saru river basin. Meanwhile, male and female deities were 
enshrined in pairs in other areas, such as Ushiro adjoining Raichishi 
and Odasamu on the east coast. 

In Ushiro and Odasamu, mixtures of inaw and human figures are 
made (Figs. 49 and 50). In Raichishi and southwestern Hokkaido, the 
part corresponding to the body of inaw was regarded as a guardian 
deity (Fig. 57). Although they do not look like “figures,” they will 
have parts symbolizing the mouth, heart and intestines and carry 
spears or swords. In both cases, new inawkike are put on them when 
they are enshrined. 

Another very interesting point is that wood is often used upside 
down when making guardian deity inaw in Sakhalin (Figs. 51 and 
52). In Ainu culture, there is a strong dislike for using wood upside 
down that is not only limited to inaw. It is strange that this taboo 
is broken when it comes to guardian deities only. This is thought 
to possibly be due to the influence of other cultures. Such figures 
made of wood placed upside down can be found in the cultures of 
the Amur River basin in Sakhalin, Kamchatka and other northern 
regions, as well as in Akita, Gunma and other southern regions, as if 
they are surrounding Ainu culture (Fig. 54). Going forward, it will be 
necessary to elucidate the relationship with these figures.
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2-492-49 2-50 2-51 2-522-52

2-53

2-55 2-56

2-54

2-57

2-58

Fig. 2-49 Guardian deity of the Ushiro family 
(male)

Fig. 2-50 Guardian deity of the Ushiro family 
(female)

Fig. 2-51 Guardian deity (Raichishi)
Fig. 2-52 Takoe Village on the east coast of 

Sakhalin
Fig. 2-53 Wooden doll of Nanai
Fig. 2-54 Soki-sama (Oshida, former Happo-cho, 

Akita) [Reprinted from Kamino, 1996]
Fig. 2-55 Home guardian deity (Nusamai, Kushiro 

(Tsurui))
Fig. 2-56 Guardian deity (Ogifushi, Urakawa)
Fig. 2-57 Guardian deity (Shizunai, Shinhidaka) 
Fig. 2-58 Inaw for shamanism (Raichishi)
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While special inaw are made in the northern part of south Sakhalin 
and southwestern Hokkaido, those identical in shape to ordinary inaw 
were used as guardian deities in the southernmost area of Sakhalin, 
Kushiro and the Ishikari river basin, including Sapporo (Fig. 55). 
Both of these forms are found in Urakawa in eastern Hidaka (Fig. 
56). As new inaw kike are put on both types when they are enshrined, 
those that are enshrined longer swell with many layers of kike. Such a 
means of enshrinement appears to be similar to that in Oshirasama in 
the Tohoku region of Honshu. In the Tokachi region, guardian deities 
for houses are not made.

◎Inaw for shamanistic rituals*
Tusu is a kind of shamanistic ritual that serves several purposes, 

such as fortune telling and recovery from illness. A ritual Implement 
called takusa is used when it is necessary to expel evil spirits, 
including illnesses, from patients, houses or other things. While 
bunches of pine branches, bamboo grass, wormwood, Korean 
raspberry and other plants are called takusa in Hokkaido, tusu takusa, 
which is a pair of male and female inaw in an easy-to-grasp shape, is 
used in Sakhalin (Fig. 58). 

Afterword
The above section focused on inaw offered to the fire deity and 

deities enshrined on outdoor altars. Those presented here, however, 
represent only a fraction of the types of inaw made in different 
regions. In addition to the size and length of kike, inaw for prayers to 
deities feature special elements which thereby contribute to a further 
increase in the number of variations of inaw. Their usages vary even 
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more when taking into consideration their usage individually or in 
different combinations.

Kike is also shaved on a variety of implements related to the use 
of bears. For example, there are skewers used when boiling bear 
meat, ceremonial arrows used as offerings, sacred chopsticks placed 
on the table for the bear deity to use, as well as small pieces of wood 
inserted in bear meat when dividing it. There is also an example 
where kike is shaved onto each playing piece of a board game called 
ukoniroski. Kike on such implements differ from those for prayers 
to the deities mentioned above, and seem to have been added as 
decorations for chopsticks, arrows and other things. Opportunities for 
women to touch objects with kike are rare today as it is considered 
taboo, but they might have been more accessible in olden days. In 
particular, kike on everyday items were viewed mainly as decorations. 
The sacred nature of kike might have been given to them through the 
process of them becoming used regularly as decorations in rituals. 

As mentioned at the end of Chapter 1, there are ritual implements 
that play roles similar to talismans and guardian deity inaw. Items 
similar to kike were made to be given as gifts using cotton thread, 
fabric and other materials. By focusing on the presence of such items, 
clues about the formation of and changes in the customs surrounding 
inaw will likely be revealed.
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Column – Types of wood and their selection

Wood used for inaw is selected based on the ease with which it can be 
obtained and processed, religious reasons and the aesthetics of the maker. 
Willow, dogwood and other white wood materials are most commonly used. 
Some deities are said to prefer certain types of wood; for example, bears are 
supposed to have a special preference for dogwood. When a bear runs away 
and cannot be caught while hunting, the hunter says to the bear, “If you let 
me catch you, I’ll give you a dogwood inaw as a present.” It is also said that the 
deities of the ocean, Blakiston’s fish owls and snakes prefer alder, amur cork 
and walnut, respectively. These inaw are said to turn into silver (dogwood 
and willow), copper (alder) and gold (amur cork) when they reach the deities. 
People often ask why amur cork is not used all the time. One elder once 
answered that it would make the deities jealous of each other and �ght if amur 
cork was always o�ered immoderately. Other deities would understand if an 
amur cork inaw was o�ered to the Blakiston’s �sh owl, which is the supreme 
deity, but it would evoke a sense of aversion among others if it were o�ered 
to any other deity. A major interest of deities is the quality (e.g., material, size, 
esthetic appeal) of inaw they receive and who has received a certain quality 
of inaw, and humans can use inaw as a bargaining chip with deities. To give 
familiar examples, it is like giving year-end or Valentine’s Day gifts. From this 
it can be seen that Ainu have viewed their relationship with deities in a very 
realistic way. Meanwhile, wood with thorns or strong smells is said to repel 

illnesses and is often used for guardian deity inaw. 
On Sakhalin Island, different types of wood have 

genders, and inaw would have the same gender as the 
materials used to make them. For example, alder and 
todo fur are female, and Yezo spruce and white birch 
are male. 

In some rare cases, the inner bark of trees, cotton 
thread, fabric and other materials are used in place of 
kike. These cases help to further elucidate how the kike 
embody the essence of inaw as a gift. 

Fig. C2-1 Guardian deity made of thorny wood HM 89456 
(Biratori)
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Wood used for kezurikake in Honshu and areas southward is also carefully 
selected in different regions. While Chinese sumac, Japanese red elder and 
willow are generally used, willow is especially popular in both eastern and 
western parts of the Japanese archipelago and has been described most often 
as a kezurikake material in modern-day literature. Chinese sumac and Japanese 
red elder are often used in the Chubu and Kanto regions, and especially when 
tsukurimono* (cultural artifacts) for the Little New Year (e.g., awabo hiebo (pole 
for millet and barnyard grass), wooden ladles to stir rice porridge, chopsticks) 
are decorated with kezurikake. For fringes and beautiful kezurikake found in the 
Kanto region, soft and pure white dogwood is most commonly used. Types of 
wood characteristic to the region, such as Japanese big-leaf magnolia, walnut 
and koshiabura (Acanthopanax sciadophylloides Franch. & Savat.) in Tohoku, 
mallotus bark on the Kii Peninsula and Japanese �g in southern Kyushu, are 
also used.   

There are often legends associated with these trees. Depending on the 
region there are different traditions associated with dogwood. Some say 
that dogwood should not be planted within the grounds of houses as they 
are water trees, while others say it should be tied to buildings as a charm for 
preventing �res. It is also said that dogwood has red bars because it was used 
for the bed when the mountain deity delivered a baby. In terms of Chinese 
Sumac, it is said that it is used as a walking stick for the dead to cross the Sanzu 
River (also known as the river of three crossings or the river of death) and 
should not be used at other times. What these trees have in common is that 
they grow on mountains and the edges of �elds near populated areas instead 
of deep in the mountains. Furthermore, since these trees grow quickly, most 
are too soft to use as timber. Because such trees are deemed “useless,” they are 
not usually logged and are instead particularly used in making kezurikake for 
festive purposes.
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Chapter 3 Religious beliefs and the custom of kezurikake in 
Honshu and areas southward

Migiwa IMAISHI, Jirota KITAHARA 
(Interviewer: Jirota KITAHARA)

Yaoyorozu no kami and a jumble of religions 

Imaishi   In terms of religious beliefs and concepts of deities in 
Honshu and areas southward, it is a very extensive subject and 
somewhat difficult to discuss comprehensively or systematically. 
Where should I begin?

Kitahara   Is it correct to assume that religions in Honshu and areas 
southward are based on animism, which is a belief that all things 
have spirits, as is true for Ainu religious beliefs?  

Imaishi   Yes. The expression 'Yaoyorozu no Kami' (multitudinous 
deities), meaning that a spiritual existence resides in everything, is 
often used. For example, a mountain has a mountain deity and an 
ocean has an ocean deity. Mountain deities vary also by region or 
occupation. For example, there are deities for forestry, hunting and, 
more vaguely, for thanking the mountain for its blessings. Even 
for mountain deities alone, such various concepts of deities exist 
in a multilayered manner. Some of these deities benefit and protect 
humans, while others are like deities of disease and there are rituals 
and customs to expel or politely ask them to leave. As can also be 
seen in customs such as hari-kuyo (a memorial service for dull and 
broken needles), it was also believed that spirits reside in material 
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things.  
It would be correct to assume that this religious outlook and 

worldview based on animism were the origin of the current Shinto 
religion, but it is said that Shinto was not systematized as a religion 
until the 6th century when Buddhism was introduced. There are 
also a number of folk beliefs that were not incorporated into Shinto 
and, in the case of Japan, people have been adept at incorporating 
or blending other religions rather than rejecting them. For instance, 
a certain Shinto deity is described as a different form of a certain 
Buddhist deity; there is some cross-pollination in a way. Therefore, 
it can be said that the boundary between Buddhism and Shinto, or 
Shinto and so-called folk beliefs, is very obscure. A small shrine 
inside temple grounds is so common it is taken for granted. The 
Maria Kannon (a statue of the Goddess of Mercy resembling the 
Virgin Mary) is also the result of a merger between Christianity and 
Buddhism. It’s also worth noting that, since such beliefs and ideas 
propagate, they spread to different regions with the passage of time. 
They are then combined with the conventional religions of such 
regions and accepted while again gradually changing over time. 
As these processes have been reoccurring up until now, it is a very 
difficult task to unravel them. Therefore, I’ll focus now on some of 
the beliefs and events related to kezurikake, which is the subject of 
this book. I hope to present differences in world views and beliefs 
surrounding inaw and kezurikake in the course of this interview. 

Kitahara   Thank you.
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Various Little New Year events and kezurikake

Imaishi   To understand the customs surrounding kezurikake in 
Honshu and areas southward, I think it is quicker to start from having 
knowledge about annual events. One of the major characteristics of 
rituals and events in Honshu and areas southward is that they are 
deliberately arranged throughout the course of the year in accordance 
with the changing of the seasons, and this yearly cycle repeats 
continuously. These rituals and events are annual events. Although 
many of them have now lost substance or meaning or have been 
simplified, there used to be events almost every month, and they 
were originally closely related to agriculture, fisheries, forestry and 
other means of livelihood, 
and the state of local 
c o m m u n i t i e s .  I  a l s o 
assume that these events 
created a sense of stages 
in people’s everyday lives.

Kitahara   So did the 
c u s t o m  s u r r o u n d i n g 
kezurikake emerge as part 
of such events? 

Imaishi   Yes. The New 
Year is the period when 
there are more rituals and 
events than any other time 
of the year. In particular, 

Fig. 3-1 Little New Year nashidango   The branches 
have models of farm tools and other decorations. 
(Sekikawa, former Atsumi, Yamagata)
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there are various events on the Little New Year on January 15, and 
kezurikake is used mostly around that day. The Little New Year was 
once celebrated more grandly than New Year’s Day in many regions, 
and in certain regions was known as the hyakusho (peasants’) new 
year, or mochi-no-shogatsu or mochizuki, which means the day of the 
full moon in the lunisolar (Chinese) calendar. 

Kitahara   The peasants’ new year? Are there many rituals related to 
agriculture?

Imaishi   Yes. The word hyaku no sho literally means various means 
of livelihood, but, as you suggested, many rituals and events are 
related to agriculture. For example, woodcrafts resembling the ears 
of millet or barnyard grass or small models of mortars, harrows 
and other farm tools are made and displayed. Then what are most 
famous throughout the country are decorations known as mayudama, 
dangogi or mochibana, which are made by decorating dogwood or 
nettle tree branches with many round rice cakes. These decorations 
are collectively called tsukurimono (lit. made things).* Kezurikake is 
a type of tsukurimono often described as objects resembling flowers 
or ears of millet or barnyard grass. They are usually seen as items 
made for events to pray for a good harvest in autumn. In technical 
terms, such events are called yoshuku gyoji (celebrations in advance). 
The kezurikake and mayudama that are made are placed on shelves 
dedicated to toshigami (the deity of the incoming year), home 
shrines, Buddhist altars, alcoves and other house deities, entrances/
exits, tombs, compost fields and other places. This act is sometimes 
referred to as shinzeru (to offer).
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Kitahara   So is it correct to assume that kezurikake and tsukurimono 
are offered to specific deities? 

Imaishi   Not necessarily. It seems that people are not consciously 
thinking of deities when they place kezurikake in different places. 
People do place kezurikake so it is facing a lucky direction of the 
year as the New Year approaches by making a shelf separate from 
the ordinary home shrine, and sometimes offer kezurikake and 
tsukurimono for the Little New Year on these shelf (Fig. 2). However, 
toshigami is just one of the deities to which kezurikake are offered 
and does not stand out as a specific deity enshrined by it. I assume 
that the practice of offering kezurikake to all the places that have 
special meaning to people is done with the sense of purifying such 
places or decorating them as if putting on festive attire.  

Another point that should be mentioned in relation to this is that 
rituals and beliefs are often conventionalized in Honshu and areas 
southward. Even today, people buy kadomatsu (New Year’s pine) and 

Fig. 3-2 A shelf of the deity of the incoming year  Hana and 
tsukurimono are offered (Kaiya, Higashi Chichibu, Saitama) 
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shimenawa (sacred rice-straw ropes) at supermarkets and use them 
as decorations during the New Year holidays. Something similar was 
done for with kezurikake. For example, there are many records about 
people in early-modern Edo decorating their doorways for the Little 
New Year with kezurikake they bought from vendors that came from 
nearby mountain villages. In fact, I asked some people who make 
kezurikake every year why they decorate with them, and many of 
them responded, “Because my ancestors did it.” They felt bad about 
stopping a custom that had been practiced over the years. Certain 
customs may even come into fashion, just like the custom of eating 
eho (lucky direction) sushi rolls in Kansai on Setsubun (traditional 
end of winter) has spread nationwide through a strategy devised by 
convenience stores. So kezurikake is not necessarily the embodiment 
of simple prayers, and it is actually difficult to determine if the 
custom spread as a belief or started to be practiced as some sort of 
trend. What I feel can be said is that the handing down of such old 
customs because it seems like the right thing to do even though 
people don’t know exactly what those customs are, or continuing 
such customs just to stick with tradition, seems to somehow reflect 
the mentality of people in the Japanese archipelago. But now I’m 
getting quite sidetracked.

Kitahara   Let’s go back to the topic of the Little New Year. You 
previously mentioned a Little New Year event to celebrate a good 
harvest. What other kinds of rituals and events are there related to 
kezurikake? 

Imaishi   In addition to events to celebrate a good harvest, there are 
events to forecast the harvest for the year on the Little New Year. 
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For example, there is a widely used method of stirring porridge with 
adzuki beans with a ritual stick and telling the fortune for the year 
by looking at the grains of rice on the stick. The stick is known as 
kayukaki-bo (porridge stirring stick), and haramibashi (chopsticks 
that are thick in the middle) used to eat the porridge often have 
kezurikake on them. 

The narikizeme (tree incantation) event to beat persimmon, pear or 
other fruit-bearing trees to pray for a good harvest is also performed 
throughout the country. There are even events to keep birds and 
animals that ruin the fields away in a ceremonial manner, such as 
bird chasing* in eastern Japan and mogurauchi (driving away moles 
by hitting the ground) in western Japan. Of these, narikizeme and 
bird chasing often involve the use of walking sticks with kezurikake. 
The yometataki (wife hitting) custom to pray for the prosperity of 
descendants is also one of the many widely occuring Little New 
Year events, in which children and young men hit or poke the hip of 
a newly-wed wife or young woman to pray for the birth of a boy or, 

Fig. 3-3 Dosojin (wooden dolls) and porridge stirring sticks  
Porridge with adzuki beans is stuck to the heads of stirring 
sticks whose heads have been split into quarters. (Kosame, 
former Kuni Village, Gunma)
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more obscurely for the prosperity of descendants. Needless to say, 
sticks for this event often have kezurikake.  

Kitahara   Quite a diverse variety of events are all conducted on the 
Little New Year, aren’t they?

Imaishi   Yes. There are also fire-related events, such as dondo-yaki 
(event to burn lucky charms), and those involving the visits of holy 
spirits, such as the famous Namahage of Akita. This is my personal 
opinion, but many Little New Year events are more spectacular 
and interesting than New Year’s day events, such as kadomatsu, 
kagamimochi (round rice cakes offered to Shinto deities) or wakamizu 
kumi (drawing the first water). They are more lively, magical and 
visually easy-to-understand. They are also more straightforward and 
less polished, I feel. According to folklorist Tsuneuchi Miyamoto 
(1907 – 1981), it is probably because Little New Year events have 
historically older origins than New Year’s day events, and that they 
are based on dry-field crop farming rather than on rice cultivation and 
even include those originating in the gathering economy that existed 
prior to  farming. What Miyamoto said sounds reasonable considering 
the events for making the ears of millet and barnyard grass, bird 
chasing and narikizeme. The use of kezurikake in such events reminds 
us of the fact that it is also a deeply-rooted custom. At the same 
time, it makes us think about the necessity of looking closely into 
everyday activities that support people’s livelihoods that serve as the 
foundation or source of events. As the custom of kezurikake on the 
Little New Year seems to be significantly influenced by the practice 
of farming in a sense, there is a significant gap between it and Ainu 
customs based on trading, hunting and gathering. 
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 “Flowers” and kezurikake

Kitahara   How do you think such differences are actually reflected 
in kezurikake and inaw?

Imaishi   The custom of kezurikake on the Little New Year is very 
agricultural in a sense, as is that of yoshuku, which I mentioned 
before. Looking at the names for kezurikake on the Little New 
Year, throughout the country the vast majority of them have flower-
related names, such as hana (flower), kezuribana (shaved flower) and 
chijirebana (curled flower). Kezurikake are recognized as “flowers” 
in many cases. What this means is that in addition to “flower,” the 
word hana stands for “beginning” and “nose,” meaning something 
that stands out from others or is a precursor. In other words, it’s the 
idea that blossoming is a precursor of or a first step toward a good 
harvest in autumn. Therefore, it is my understanding that behind 
the idea of enshrining flowers are concepts related to the changing 
seasons and the rhythm and cycle of life in which crops can be 
harvested at the right time only if seeds are sown at the right time and 
taken care of in the correct manner. 

What I would like to discuss in relation to this is that kezurikake 
are often made/decorated and removed at certain times of the year. 
There are also systems in place that ensure that the processes are 
repeated every year through various events and taboos. First, there 
are certain days set aside for gathering materials from the mountains 
to make kezurikake, such as January 2, 6 or 11. These days are 
known as yamairi (entering the mountain), hatsuyama (first mountain 
pilgrimage) or wakagi mukae (greeting young trees). On one of these 
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days, people enter the mountain for the first time that year to gather 
certain materials to make kezurikake and various other decorations, 
which are displayed around January 13. In many areas, they replace 
kadomatsu and other New Year decorations. They are then used for 
narikizeme, yometataki or other Little New Year events in some 
areas. After the end of the Little New Year, they are removed on 
certain days, such as January 18 or 20, and burned or thrown away. 
In the Kanto region, decorations are removed without fail on the 
fixed date since there is a saying (or taboo) not to allow decorations 
to be exposed to the wind on the 20th. Although it’s somewhat out 
of context, the tradition of making new decorations every year and 
displaying them for a certain period of time is similar to the idea of 
the shikinen sengu ceremony to build a new building for the shrine 
every 20 years at Ise-Jingu Shrine. I assume that the attitude of being 
conscious of certain cycles and changes of time and believing in the 
renewal of things in such cycles sets the background for customs 
related to kezurikake on the Little New Year. 

I also believe this is what makes kezurikake different from inaw. 
Looking at the concept of flowers as an example, I assume that no 
one sees inaw as flowers. The cultural positioning of “flowers” in 
traditional Ainu culture is insignificant, isn’t it? I would imagine that 
flowers did not attract special attention in the day-to-day lives of 
Ainu, which were based on trading, hunting and gathering. 

Kitahara   Considering the fact that kezurikake is closely related to 
agricultural rituals, their cultural backgrounds should also be taken 
into account when comparing inaw and kezurikake. 
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Spread of kezurikake

Imaishi   Exactly. But I’d also like to emphasize that there are 
many examples of kezurikake not directly related to agricultural 
rituals. Folklorist Kunio Yanagita (1875 – 1962) said in his article 
entitled Hana to Inaw (flowers and inaw) that kezurikake and inaw 
are customs that were started in two different regions by chance and 
are completely unrelated. This theory has not yet been verified or 
overturned. It seems only natural to have the impression that, just by 
looking at kezurikake with a very strong agricultural ritual element of 
the Little New Year, they seem totally different from inaw in terms 
of meaning despite being similar in shape. However, it’s just that 

“flower” kezurikake for 
the Little New Year are 
the most established and 
distinguished as a custom 
in  Honshu and areas 
southward, and there are 
actually many kezurikake 
that are thought to be 
unrelated to agricultural 
rituals. 

Kitahara   Could you 
provide a few examples?

Imaish i    The re  a re 
kezurikake  offered to 
mountain dei t ies .  As 

Fig. 3-4 Kezurikake for the mountain deity  Three 
kezurikake with different shapes depending 
on the owner are offered at the base of a 
large tree. (Seinishigawa, Totsukawa, Nara) 
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I mentioned briefly at the beginning, the notion of deities in the 
mountains is found throughout the Japanese archipelago. One famous 
example related to kezurikake is the belief in the mountain deity 
primarily in the Kii mountains. Since forestry prospered in the area, 
people believed strongly in the mountain deity. A deity that was said 
to be a very ugly female deity was enshrined in large trees or other 
places by each community or group of several households. Festivals 
were held at the beginning and end of work in the mountains or 
on a certain day of the year, which in many cases, was the seventh 
day of Shimotsuki (November). Since people were prohibited from 
entering the mountains on the day of the mountain deity festival in 
many regions, they took time off from work and offerred adzuki bean 
dumplings, botamochi and other offerings to the mountain deity. In 
some cases, kezurikake were presented together with other offerings. 
In some regions, they were regarded as kanzashi (ornamental hairpin) 
of the mountain deities.  

Kitahara   Are such kezurikake similar in shape to kezurikake for the 
Little New Year?

Imaishi   They differ slightly. The biggest difference is the absence 
of bushy kezurikake. I assume it was impossible to make such a form 
because of the materials used in the region, such as cedar and cypress. 
What is characteristic to the region are small shavings on the sides 
of flat boards (Figs. 55 – 57, Chapter 4). Their shape is very similar 
to that of igushi, which is a type of ritual implement excavated from 
remains dating back to the Heian era and ancient times. According 
to archaeologists, igushi have been unearthed throughout Japan 
among items that are thought to be ritual tools from the days under 
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the ritsuryo system. Some of them have cuts on both sides similar to 
kezurikake offered to the mountain deity. Igushi is actually known as 
kezurikake in the field of archaeology.

Kitahara   Does this mean that kezurikake date back to ancient 
times? 

Imaishi   I can’t say that with certainty, because the actual usage 
and customs surrounding igushi (e.g., what kind of rituals they were 
used in) are not yet well-understood. It is assumed they were used for 
rituals held at wells since many of them were excavated from wells 
and ditches, but its relationship between items referred to as igushi 
is still unknown. However, in terms of shape only, some kezurikake 
from the Kii mountains are actually resemble igushi well.

Something else worth mentioning about history is that some say 
kezuribana (shaved flower) and kayuzue (rice porridge stick), found 
in literature of the Heian and other eras, are the origin of today’s 
kezurikake. Kayuzue was used in an annual event of the imperial 
court in a manner similar to that of yometataki, which I briefly 
mentioned before, while there are articles saying that kezuribana 
were offered at Buddhist events. However, since the actual usage and 
customs surrounding these items are not very well known, I think 
it is somewhat reckless to state they are the “origin” of kezurikake 
mentioned here. The only historical materials I can mention with 
certainty, as being related to the current custom of kezurikake are 
those on the custom of the Little New Year, which began to emerge 
at the end of the 17th century and the beginning of the 18th century. 
Many descriptions of kezurikake from the Edo era and beyond can be 
found. 
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Kitahara   You said that, historically, kezuribana were related to 
Buddhist events. Do kezurikake actually appear in Buddhist and 
Shinto events?

Imaishi   Ritual implements similar to kezurikake, or at least those 
made by shaving wood, can be found in Buddhist and Shinto events. 
I cannot fully explain how they are related to events in ordinary 
peoples’ lives, such as kezurikake for the Little New Year, but I get 
the impression that such Buddhist and Shinto events are often found 
in western Japan, where there are few folk kezurikake customs. 
For example, a kezurikake-like rod called kozuibo (perfume rod) is 
used as a torimono* (hand-
held object) in the shujo-
onie (fire festival) held at 
a temple on the Kunisaki 
Peninsula of Oita. The act of 
striking the floor vigorously 
with kozuibo  during the 
ritual is similar to the act 
of striking the floor with a 
kezurikake-like pole, which 
was featured folk versions of 
sainokami* (guardian deity) 
events in Akita in early-
modern times, as noted in 
historical materials. Or in 
Omizutori (sacred water-
d rawing ;  equ iva len t  to 

Fig. 3-5 At the Fire Festival of Kumano Nachi 
Taisha, a portable shrine is hit with flat 
kezurikake known as uchimatsu. (Nachi 
Katsuura)
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Shunie*) at Todaiji Temple in Nara, wooden sticks with flower-like 
shavings called kezurikake are inserted into or stuffed in torches to be 
burnt (Fig. 62, Chapter 4). The Oto (fire) Festival of the Kannokura 
Shrine in Shingu, Wakayama, and the Okera-sai (Gion Kezurikake 
Shinji) Festival of the Yasaka Shrine in Kyoto are also Shinto rituals 
featuring the lighting of kezurikake. Kezuribana are also displayed 
in Okonai, which is a Buddhist event said to originate from Shushoe 
(Buddhist New Year festival) and is held in Nara and Wakayama. 
Such things may be similar to ancient kezuribana. 

Kitahara   Which came first? What I mean is, did kezurikake first 
exist as an element of Buddhist or Shinto rituals and later spread 
to the public, or were they were folk items later incorporated into 
Buddhist and other religious events?

Imaishi   I don’t know for sure, but it is unlikely that these ritual 
implements made by shaving wood started from Shinto or Buddhism 
in Japan. Kezurikake have been widely accepted in folk events 
totally unrelated to Buddhism or Shinto events, and similar festive 
implements, such as inaw, are also found overseas. Kezurikake as an 
element was incorporated into Buddhist and Shinto events and they 
influenced each other. For example, kezurikake made by shaving flat 
boards like the ones made in the Kii mountains, which I mentioned 
before, are actually used in the famous Nachi Fire Festival held at 
the Kumano Nachi Taisha shrine. One is attached to an enormous 
portable shrine called ogi mikoshi (portable shrine with fans) and the 
other is a ritual implement called uchimatsu (beating pine) used to 
beat the mirror part of the portable shrine. Considering these facts, it 
can be said that kezurikake in folk beliefs and kezurikake in Shinto 
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rituals did influence each other in some manner. 

Yorishiro*, Gohei and Kezurikake 

Kitahara   Lastly, I’d like to ask you about the concept of yorishiro 
(objects capable of attracting spirits). It seems that kezurikake have 
been described as a kind of yorishiro in folklore studies. What do you 
think about this?  

Imaishi   To put it simply, yorishiro are used as land marks for deities 
to come down to. Direction-wise, this is the exact opposite of the 
idea of Ainu that inaw fly up to deities to convey to them the words 
of humans.

As you said, kezurikake have often been described as yorishiro. 
Behind this is a commonly accepted theory that kezurikake are the 
origin of gohei. As you know, gohei are made by cutting white paper 
into thin strips and attaching them to sticks or branches. We still often 
see them at shrines and tie them to shimenawa. Gohei were originally 
offerings to deities, but were later used as yorishiro, sacred objects 
upon which deities descended, or ritual tools to chase away sins and 
impurities. So it is believed that kezurikake played the role of gohei 
in the days when paper was not yet generally used.  

Kezurikake and gohei are actually very similar in shape and I 
assume, at least in terms of shape, that kezurikake were the forerunner 
of paper gohei. However, rather than simply viewing kezurikake as 
being equivalent to gohei, we should consider that gohei inherited 
only some of the diverse functions and meanings that kezurikake 
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inherently possessed. Or it can be said that, from the moment when 
paper gohei were derived from wooden kezurikake, the two began to 
go their separate ways and evolved independently from each other. 

It is easier to understand kezurikake by describing them as 
yorishiro at least in the sense of Japanese folklore studies. In fact, 
some kezurikake used especially for Shinto rituals are easily described 
with the concept of yorishiro. However, it is also true that, if you 
view yorishiro as the essence of kezurikake, this line of thinking 
would stop there. Important questions, such as why kezurikake were 
made by shaving wood or why they became ritual implements, would 
be missed, and it would also be difficult to compare them with inaw, 
which are said not to have any relation to the concept of yorishiro. 
In the course of my research, I can’t help but find myself wanting 
to discover the original and essential meanings and functions of 
kezurikake. However, the customs surrounding kezurikake are too 
diverse to determine which events embody the original meaning of 
kezurikake. It is more straightforward to infer that kezurikake were 
incorporated into various events as a form or an element.

I’ll therefore contain my desire to pursue abstract semantics 
here, and instead focus on what is found by carefully accumulating 
more specific and objective data, such as the shapes and production 
processes of kezurikake and types of wood used. This will make it 
possible to compare them with inaw. 
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Chapter 4 Information on kezurikake in Honshu and areas 
southward

Migiwa IMAISHI

How have kezurikake been handed down in Honshu and areas 
southward? The map on the next page indicates regions that have 
traditions of kezurikake for the Little New Year, vernal equinox and 
mountain deity festival, as three representative events with kezurikake 
as a major feature. The map shows the distribution roughly in the 
early and mid-Showa era. It is obvious that the custom of kezurikake 
was quite densely distributed. This chapter will briefly present the 
three traditions and kezurikake used for them. 

Kezurikake for the Little New Year and their usages

The custom of kezurikake is most often seen around the Little 
New Year in Honshu and areas southward, especially in the Tohoku, 
Shinetsu, Kanto and Chubu regions, as well as in the Kii Peninsula, 
Shikoku and southern Kyushu. Kezurikake are used for a wide 
variety of purposes, including decorations for different parts of 
the house, chopsticks for eating ritual foods, and fortune-telling 
implements and rods with magical power used for various events. 
Their usages have developed in diverse ways while overlapping 
slightly among different regions. It is known that their appearances 
vary by region. For example, there are flower-shaped ones named 
awabo hiebo or something similar in northern Miyagi and southern 
Iwate, rods to celebrate sainokami (guardian deity) throughout Akita, 
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wooden sainokami dolls in northern Yamagata adjoining the south 
of Akita and ceremonial chopsticks in the Joetsu region of Niigata, 
Toyama and Ishikawa. Each kezurikake has its own unique shape and 
meaning. 

Besides kezurikake, a variety of other woodcrafts have been made 
for the Little New Year, such as awabo hiebo, kayukakibo (wooden 
ladles to stir rice porridge), haramibashi, wooden dolls, models 

Kezurikake distribution map  Distribution 
map of kezurikake for the Little New Year. 
Kezurikake for mountain deities and the 
vernal equinox are shown separately. The 
distribution is based on secondary sources, such 
as municipal history and reports, and primary 
sources obtained via fieldwork (the mention 
of references has been omitted). While dots 
were marked by village section, locations of 
municipal offices were used in cases without 
clear indications in data. Due to the sheer scale, 
some in densely distributed areas were omitted. 
Some on remote islands were also omitted.

Kezurikake for the 
vernal equinox

Kezurikake for 
mountain deities
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for tools, swords and sticks and ceremonial sticks resembling male 
genitals. Such woodcrafts are collectively called tsukurimono* 
(cultural artifacts) and are inseparably related to kezurikake. This 
is because the boundary between kezurikake and tsukirimono is 
very obscure, and their shapes, meanings and names are mixed. For 
example, while woodcrafts with fringes that are obviously kezurikake 
are called kayukakibo or awabo hiebo, there are also awabo hiebo or 
wooden dolls with a couple of kezurikake on them. Therefore, this 
section first provides brief descriptions of examples of kezurikake 
and tsukirimono made in three regions, followed by an overview of 
the customs surrounding kezurikake observed during the Little New 
Year throughout Japan. 

(1) Three examples of kezurikake and tsukurimono on the Little 
New Year 

◎Kaiya, Higashichichibu, Saitama
Items made: hana, daisho, kekaki-bo, hashi, mayudama, tawara

Overview of the custom: Hana are usually made of dogwood, 
while other tsukurimono are made of okkado (Chinese sumac). On 
January 13, hana attached to split bamboo (Fig.1 for indoors, Fig. 3 
for outdoors) and mayudama are offered at places where New Year 
pine decorations are displayed (e.g., indoor and outdoor deities, 
entrances, exits, etc.). Jurokubana (Fig. 9) made by inserting sixteen 
hana in small bamboo are offered to oshirasama (deity of sericulture) 
on the home shrine, and simplified hana (Fig. 2) are offered to tombs 
and jizo (stone statues). Koebozu (approx. 1.5m-long bamboo stick 
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with a split end to which several hana and Chinese sumac sticks are 
attached) was also offered to composting fields until around 1965. 
After offering everything else, hana inserted in a bale are offered 
to Okamasama (fire deity) (Fig. 8). On January 15, porridge with 
adzuki beans is offered to these hana. Kekaki-bo (Fig. 4) is enshrined 
on the shelf dedicated to toshigami, a mayudama is attached to 
its head split in quarters (Fig. 5) and the porridge is stirred on the 
morning of the 15th. It was also said that kekaki-bo should be kept 
for later to insert in the water inlets of rice paddies when making rice 
nurseries. Haramibashi (Fig. 7) are chopsticks that are thick in the 
middle, making them look as if they are pregnant. They are made 
for family members, daijingu and toshigami deities, and are placed 
on toshidana (shelf set up especially for the New Year) after being 
used to eat porridge with adzuki beans. In some households, they are 
tied in a cross shape and inserted in the roof (thatched in those days) 
above okamasama. Daisho (Fig. 6) are enshrined on toshidana. These 
hana and tsukurimono are all removed and disposed of on the 16th, 
except for hana in the alcove and jurokubana on the home shrine, 
which are kept throughout the year. It was said that the bale offered 
to okamasama should be kept and used when cooking offerings on 
hatsuuma (first Horse Day in February). In the days of silk culture, 
hana were also kept to use for mabushi (bed for silkworms to 
make cocoons) for the first silkworms of the year. Mayudama were 
removed on the 16th and were grilled and eaten on the same day or at 
the time of the tenjin (deity of heaven) festival on January 25. 
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Fig.4-1

4-24-2
4-54-54-5

4-3

4-9 4-8

4-44-6

4-7

Fig. 4-1 Hana (for indoor use),  Hana L = 40 – 60cm 
Fig. 4-2 Hana (for tombs and stone monuments) made of Chinese sumac, L = 

approx. 25cm
Fig. 4-3 Hana (for outdoor use),  Hana L = approx. 15 – 25cm
Fig. 4-4 A pair of sticks for stirring porridge  L = approx. 40cm 
Fig. 4-5 (Enlargement of Fig. 4-4: with a mayudama attached to its head) 
Fig. 4-6 A pair of daisho (meaning a sword)  Large: L = approx. 50cm, small: L = 

approx. 35cm
Fig. 4-7 Haramibashi  L = 20cm  
Fig. 4-8 Hana and tawara (for Okamasama)  All remaining wood is bundled to 

make tawara, into which hana was inserted.  Hana: L = approx. 70cm 
Fig. 4-9 Juroku-bana   Hana: L = 12cm 
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◎Utogi, Shizuoka City, Shizuoka
Items made: dainoko (large/small), hana, giri, models for agricultural 
tools

Overview of the custom: Everything is made of abo (Chinese 
sumac). Large dainoko (Fig. 10) are propped in pairs on both sides 
of the front door (four in total). Dinner was offered on the heads of 
dainoko on omosse (New Year’s eve on January 31; the lunar New 
Year (Little New Year) was celebrated on February 1). People held 
small dinoko (Fig. 11) in their hands and beat a persimmon tree with 
them while saying, “dainoko, shonoko, will you bear fruit or not? If 
you don’t, we’ll cut your head off, charre, charre.” Hana (Fig. 12) 
are inserted in split bamboo sticks and offered at 17 places, including 
deities inside and outside the house and tombs. Giri (Fig. 14) are 
used for girikkake, which was a Little New Year event where children 
hung many giri from bamboo sticks used for dondoro-yaki (fire 
event) and carried them around the village while chanting “girikkake 
has come!” At temples and houses of former village leaders, loud 
noises were made by vigorously hitting the foundation rock of the 
building with giri attached to bamboo. It was originally an event for 
boys, and models of mortars and pestles were given to girls instead 
(Fig. 15).

◎Hashima/Tsuchikawa, Kushikino, Kagoshima
Items made: kezurikake, harame-bo, hashi, narenare-bo, hodaru

Overview of the custom: Narenare-bo are made of tabunoki 
(inubiwa, Machilus thunbergii) and other items are made of rosegold 
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4-10

4-114-114-11

4-12
4-134-13

4-154-15

4-14

4-16 4-17

4-20 4-194-18

Fig. 4-10 Dainoko (large)  Bark was shaved after the head was 
carved. This was done in three directions.  L = 60cm, ø = 
10cm

Fig. 4-11 Dainoko (small)   The manufacturing method and 
shape are the same as 4-10.  L = 18cm, ø = 3cm

Fig. 4-12 Hana  Shaved without barking and inserted in a 
bamboo rod  Bamboo: L = 25cm, Hana: ø = 6cm

Fig. 4-13 (Enlargement of 4-12) 
Fig. 4-14 Giri  The trade name is marked on the two round 

slices of wood tied together with a string attached to their 
middle parts.  ø = 10cm

Fig. 4-15 Mortar and pestle   Mortar: L = 10cm, ø = 10cm
Fig. 4-16 Narenarebo  A stick around which tree bark is wrapped 

in equal intervals is smoked and then the bark is removed to 
make striped patterns.  L = approx. 60cm

Fig. 4-17 Hodare  Wooden part: L = approx. 20cm
Fig. 4-18 Hashi  L = approx. 35cm
Fig. 4-19 Haramebo   L = approx. 30cm
Fig. 4-20 Kezurikake   L = approx. 30cm
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pussy willow. They were made from around the 13th and were all 
put in a winnowing basket on the evening of the 14th and placed on 
a mortar for celebration. Kezurikake (Fig. 20) and harame-bo (Fig. 
19) were made in five pairs to enshrine on the home shrine and shelf 
for the ancestors and were also placed on the eaves. Hashi (Fig. 18) 
were used to eat food during the Hodare Festival (an event to eat 
long vegetables with long chopsticks without cutting them with a 
knife). Children are told that if you put them up in a cupboard later 
by raising your heels and stretching, you would be able to fetch them 
from the cupboard without raising your heels the next morning. 
These chopsticks were stored carefully and oil extracted from them 
was used as medicine for blisters on the hands and feet. Moromoro 
(Japanese plum yew) leaves were tied to the heads of hodare (Fig. 
17) split into quarters. Porridge cooked on the morning of the 15th 
was placed on them (in early days, shitongi [rice flour dumplings] 
were used instead of porridge). Hodare were placed on the fireplace 
in pairs to celebrate the Hodare Festival. Hodare were stored and 
later propped on the water inlet of nursery paddies. Narenare-bo (Fig. 
16) were carried by children on the 15th for the narenare event. They 
went to houses without children and hit the mandarin, persimmon, 
loquat and other trees saying, “Bear fruit. If you don’t, I’ll cut you 
down and throw you into the chamber pot of the village leader” to get 
rice cakes and candies from the residents.

As can be seen from the above, a wide variety of tsukurimono were 
made in various regions for the Little New Year. Those presented 
here are just a few examples, and similar events and tsukurimono 
have been handed down throughout the Japanese archipelago while 
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undergoing gradual changes. The next section will describe the 
custom of kezurikake for the Little New Year by classifying them into 
several types for the sake of convenience to facilitate understanding 
of the custom’s spread across Japan. 
 
(2) Custom of kezurikake for the Little New Year throughout Japan 

◎Kezurikake as offerings and decorations
For the Little New Year, kezurikake are used most commonly as 

offerings and decorations, and have been handed down in widespread 
areas across Japan, including Tohoku, Niigata, Shinshu, Kanto, 
Chubu, the coastal area of Kii Peninsula, a part of Shikoku and 
southern Kyushu, and in a variety of forms. Kezurikake are usually 
placed on home shrines and alcoves, entrances/exits and other places 
with New Year decorations, gardens and composting fields. In many 
regions, they are known as hana, awabo hiebo or other names, and 
resemble flowers, ears of millet and barnyard grass and other plants. 

◎Kezurikake as sticks to stir porridge and chopsticks
The custom of sticking porridge on sticks or chopsticks on 

January 15 to tell the fortune for the harvest of the coming year is 
seen throughout Japan. Some of the sticks and chopsticks used for 
this purpose have kezurikake in Shinshu, Kanto, Chubu, Shikoku, 
southern Kyushu and other regions. Sticks to stir porridge usually had 
a crosswise cut on the top of their heads and were kept after use to 
be erected at water inlets of rice paddies when making rice nurseries. 
Chopsticks with kezurikake are also used to eat porridge on the 15th 
in wide-ranging areas, including the area in east Japan that runs from 
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the Joetsu region in Niigata to Toyama and the adjoining areas of 
Ishikawa and Nagano, as well as in the coastal areas and islands of 
Kagoshima and Nagasaki in west Japan. 

◎Kezurikake as festive rods
Rods that are supposed to have magical power are often used 

for Little New Year events, such as yometataki, bird-chasing and 
narikizeme, and other events accompanying kadozuke (performance 
in front of houses), such as the sainokami festival. Such rods are 
collectively called “iwaibo (ceremonial rods)” and vary greatly 
in terms of shape. While some are sword-shaped and hammers 
and bunches of straw are also used, kezurikake-like rods are used 
quite often as well. Yometataki, narikizeme and other events using 
ceremonial rods are found nationwide, but events using kezurikake-
like rods are found mostly in coastal areas. Since areas like these 
have many commonalities in terms of kezurikake shapes and 
accompanying prayers, they can be seen as a unified cultural zone. 

◎Wooden dolls
The distribution of kezurikake-like wooden dolls is found in great 

number in east Japan. Such dolls are sporadically found in the area 
of distribution of wooden dolls without kezurikake. In the Chubu, 
northern Kanto and Shinshu regions, wooden dolls called dainoko, 
kadonyudo, dourokujin or sankuro are found. They are placed at the 
entrances of houses in pairs and are given porridge with adzuki beans 
or other offerings or are offered to doso-shin (travelers’ guardian 
deity). Some of these wooden dolls have kezurikake representing 
beard, hair, ears or hakama skirts. Staffs with kezurikake (ceremonial 
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rods) are used for sainokami and bird-chasing events on the Sea of 
Japan side of Tohoku and Niigata, and some of them seem to have 
come to take the shape of wooden dolls. come to take the shape of wooden dolls. 

Fig. 4-21 Bottle gourd hana  Approximately 50 hana made of Japanese walnut are 
attached to a pair of chestnut trees erected in front of the front gate and are 
displayed until the end of January.  Hana: ø = approx. 25cm (Oguni, former 
Kawai Village, Iwate)

Fig. 4-22 (Enlargement of 4-21)
Fig. 4-23 Hodaru  After shaving the bark of sticks made of Japanese big-leaf 

magnolia in four places, the sticks were tied together in pairs with a string 
and placed on the home shrine, Buddhist altar and entrance/exit. Some say 
they represent the shape of people dancing happily because they are having a 
productive year. L = approx. 10cm (Ikazuchi, former Sampoku Town, Niigata) 

Fig. 4-24 Hana and hondaragi  Hana is used to decorate cornus hung above the 
living room together with dumplings. Hondaragi made of Japanese big-leaf 
magnolia are used as walking sticks and to chase birds. (Ohiro, Tsuruoka City, 
Yamagata) [Reprinted from Hashiba, 1888]  

4-21

4-22

4-24
4-23
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Fig. 4-25 Bondenko  This was used for 
decorat ion as  a  toy of  the  Li t t le 
New Year, as well as by children for 
yometataki and bird-chasing. It was also 
used for sainokami rituals in modern era. This one is made of koshiabura 
(Chengiopanax sciadophylloides) and painted mainly in red.  L = approx. 
30 cm (Kumoshikari, former Kakunodate Town, Akita) 

Fig. 4-26 Senokami stick  People in their climacteric year walk with the stick 
to pray to senokami (guardian deity) and offer it at the altar. The fire 
festival and bird chasing were also held in the past. The stick is made of 
wingnut.  L = approx. 60 cm (Makinodai, former Atsumi Town, Yamagata)  

Fig. 4-27 Senokami  This is enshrined on a snow altar as the body of 
sainokami. It was also used for yometataki in some regions. (former 
Tachikawa Town, Yamagata)  

Fig. 4-28 Bird-chasing dekusan  Children chase birds while holding dekusan 
on the Little New Year. (Momokawa, former Nou Town, Niigata) 

Fig. 4-29 Celebration wood  This is used as a Little New Year decoration and 
for yometataki. It was a custom in the Hokuriku/Shinetsu region in the 
early 19th century. [Reprinted from Iwase et al.] 

Fig. 4-30 Yome iwaibo (bride celebration stick)  Toy  L = approx. 36 cm, ø = 
approx. 3 cm (Takayama, Gifu) [Reprinted from Takeda, 1943]  

Fig. 4-31 Sankuro doll  This doll is offered to dososhin on the Little New 
Year. (Hokujo, Hakuba, Nagano) [Reprinted from Takeda, 1943]  

Fig. 4-32 Kado-nyudo  These are placed in pairs at the entrances of all 
buildings. (former Miho Village, Yamakita, Kanagawa) [Reprinted from 
Takeda, 1943]  

4-28

4-29 4-30 4-31

4-32

4-264-25

4-27
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4-33

4-35

4-36

4-37
4-38

4-34

Fig. 4-33 Hana  After shaving two parts 13 times each, hana is offered in the 
doorway and other places in the house together with mayudama and other 
items. It is made of Japanese beauty-berry (Japanese name unknown). L = 
approx. 20 cm (Kosame, former Kuni Village, Gunma) 

Fig. 4-34 Noshi (left) and chijire  These are placed on the home shrine, in the 
doorway and other places together with mayudama. Noshi is made of walnut 
(L = approx. 65 cm) and chijire is made of cornus (L = approx. 40 cm). 
(Koshimoto, Katashina Village, Gunma) 

Fig. 4-35 Hana   About 20 of them are made and offered at different places 
together with mayudama. Made of Chinese sumac. (Nitsukeba, former Kuni 
Village, Gunma) 

Fig. 4-36 Hana made of Chinese sumac. About 30 of them are made and offered 
at different places together with meedama. L = 20cm (Iriyama, former Kuni 
Village) 

Fig. 4-37 Abohebo (awabo hiebo)  Hana and sticks made of Chinese sumac 
are inserted at the tip of split bamboo to be offered to the home shrine and 
deities inside and outside the house. (Occhi Kamiyori, Ueno Village, Gunma) 
[Reprinted from Gunma Prefectural Museum of History, 1995] 

Fig. 4-38 Awabo hiebo  Illustration of Yashu bird chasing  Awabo (right) and 
hiebo are hung to repel insects in the following year. It was a custom of Yashu 
(Tochigi) in the early 19th century. [Reprinted from Takizawa et al., 1928]  
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Fig. 4-39 Awabo hiebo  Eight each of 
awabo (left) and hiebo with two 
rows of shavings were inserted in 
bamboo and erected on compost. 
They are made of Chinese sumac. 
(Iwai, former Azuma Town, Gunma) 
[Reprinted from Gunma Prefectural 
Museum of History, 1995]  

Fig. 4-40 Kayukakibo  This stick made 
of walnut has a dango attached to 
its head split in quarters and was 
used to stir porridge with adzuki 
beans. (Awazawa, former Minakami 
Town, Gunma) [Reprinted from 
Gunma Prefectural Museum of History, 1995]  

Fig. 4-41 Kayukakibo  This is made of Chinese sumac and has a 
head split in quarters. (Omiyama, Kawakami Village, Nagano) 
[Reprinted from Takeda, 1943] 

Fig. 4-42 Jurokubana  Sixteen rows of hana were shaved between 
the knots of Japanese red elder. It was offered to the home 
shrine together with mayudama and other items. (Yasudo, 
Higashichichibu Village, Saitama) 

Fig. 4-43 Hana  About 30 of these made of Japanese red elder were 
offered to the home shrine, at the doorway and other important 
places together with mayudama (a.a.). 

Fig. 4-44 Daikongi  Daikongi was erected to face the good luck 
direction of the year and porridge from January 15 was offered 
to send back the New Year deities. (Nyunoyama, Shirotori 
Town, Kagawa) [Reprinted from Editorial Committee on the 
History of Shirotori Town, 1985]  

  This is made of Chinese sumac and has a 
head split in quarters. (Omiyama, Kawakami Village, Nagano) 
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4-45 4-46 4-47 4-48

Fig. 4-45 Kaibashira/kaizue  This stick with 12 pieces of shavings and two false 
daphne leaves attached to its head split in quarters was used to stick porridge to 
pillars in the house on January 15 to send back the New Year deities. (Hiwasa, 
Tokushima) [Reprinted from Kasai, 1958]  

Fig. 4-46 Kezuikake  About ten of them were made and offered on the Buddhist altar, 
alcove, tombs, doorways and other places on January 6 together with Japanese 
aralia and Japanese plum yew. Made of pussy willow. L = 30 – 40 cm (Tsuchibashi, 
former Ijuin Town, Kagoshima) 

Fig. 4-47/48 Awanho Komenho Two each of rice and millet cakes are placed at the tip 
of bamboo with kezurikake and offered on the Buddhist altar and alcove. Figure 
48 shows the awanho komenho bamboo for guardian deities. (Kubo, former 
Sueyoshi Town, Kagoshima) [Copied/reprinted from Kawano, 1979] 

Fig. 4-49 Kezuribana  Also known as higanbana. An odd number of them are attached 
to a boxwood branch. They are purchased and offered to the Buddhist altar at 
the end of the year and to the tomb together with botamochi (rice cake) on the 
equinoctial day. Made of koshiabura (Chengiopanax sciadophylloides). (Sasano, 
Yonezawa, Yamagata) 

Fig. 4-50 Kezuribana  Hana attached to boxwood branches are offered to the tomb and 
Buddhist altar during the vernal equinox and Little New Year. Hana were shaved 
as a side job during the off-season for farmers. One person shaved up to 4,000 
to 5,000 hana in one season and sold them in sets of three. Made of koshiabura 
(Chengiopanax sciadophylloides). (Iwakiri, Miyagino-ku, Sendai, Miyagi) 

Fig. 4-51 Higanbana  Hana made of willow are inserted in camellia branches and 
pussy willow is attached. People buy them during the Little New Year and vernal 
equinox to offer them to tombs etc. (Yanaizu, former Tsuyama Town, Miyagi)  
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Kezurikake for vernal equinox 

The custom of offering artificial flowers made of wood to 
tombs and Buddhist altars during the vernal equinox spread to 
Akita, Yamagata, southern Iwate, Miyagi, Fukushima and part of 
Niigata. This kind of use can be explained as a means of replacing 
fresh flowers in seasons when they could not be obtained. In fact, 
kezuribana dyed in many colors and attached to evergreen tree 
branches almost look like real flowers from a distance. Another 
characteristic of kezuribana was that they were made as a side job 
of farmers or by craftsmen and sold as merchandise. Many of the 
manufacturing areas developed near cities or, in the early modern era, 
along highways and in castle towns. Such facts provide a glimpse 

4-49

4-50
4-51
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of an aspect of kezurikake that cannot be fully explained by its 
conception as the fruit of simple prayers by farmers.

Kezurikake for the mountain deity

In the Kii mountains where forestry greatly prospered, the 
tradition of giving kezurikake as offerings to the mountain deity has 
been handed down over the generations. Kezurikake are found in 
great number deep in the mountains at the center of the Kii Peninsula, 
centering around the Totsu (Kumano) and Kitayama rivers, and 
were offered on mountain deity holidays and at the beginning and 
end of work in the mountains. They were often erected in pairs in 
front of large trees or roadside shrines where the mountain deity was 
enshrined. These were called kezuribana and recognized as “flowers,” 
or explained to represent the male sex organ or an ornamental hair 
pin as the mountain deity was supposed to be female (and very ugly). 

Fig. 4-52 Kezuribana  Offered in pairs together with adzuki dumplings and sacred 
sake on the day of the mountain deity festival on November 7. Made of Japanese 
cypress. (Tamagaito, Totsukawa Village, Nara)

Fig. 4-53 Kezuribana   Offered in pairs together with botamochi and fish on the day of 
the mountain deity festival on November 7. Made of wax tree. (Kubono, Hongu 
Town, Wakayama) 

Fig. 4-54 Tsukuribana  One is offered together with fish or other offerings on the day 
of the mountain deity festival on November 7. It resembles male genitalia. Made 
of Japanese cypress. (Hosshinmon, Hongu Town, Wakayama). 

Fig. 4-55 Kezuribana  Offered in pairs to the mountain deity. (Yamatedani, Totsukawa 
Village, Nara)

Fig. 4-56 Kezuribana   Offered in pairs to the mountain deity. (Koi, Totsukawa Village, 
Nara) 

Fig. 4-57 Onimetsuki   This item with a holly leaf and the head of a sardine attached 
to the slit on the head is placed in the doorway on setsubun (the traditional end of 
winter). Made of Japanese cypress. (Kotochi, Kitayama Village, Nara) 
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Fig. 4-58 Dankon-sama  These are sacred objects for the Osaijin Festival at Hirashio 
Kumano Shrine. After being dedicated to the shrine, they are given away to 
worshippers in front of the Osaijin (guardian deity) at the former village border. 
Those who receive them are said to have benefits, such as freedom from calamity, 
good luck and the prosperity of descendants. Made of pine. L = 20 - 38 cm 
(Hirashio, Sagae City, Yamagata)  

Fig. 4-59 Uso (bullfinch)  This uso is used for the usokae ritual at Gojotenjin Shrine 
(Taito-ku, Tokyo).  People confide the lies they have told in the past year to uso to 
exchange their sins for good luck. Its wings are made with kezurikake. Made of 
Japanese cypress.  L = 7 cm  

Fig. 4-60 Uso (bullfinch)  This uso is used for the usokae ritual at Dazaifu Tenmangu. 
Made of Japanese big-leaf magnolia. L = 8.5 cm
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4-63 4-64 4-65 4-66
Fig. 4-61 Kandekko and dankon: On the Little New Year, kandekko (harrow) and 

dankon are tied together in pairs and thrown at the sacred sainokami tree to tell 
the fortune of the harvest, matchmaking and safety in the house for the year. 
Kandekko is made of Japanese big-leaf magnolia and dankon is made of walnut. 
(Nakazato, former Nishiki Village, Akita) 

Fig. 4-62 Kezurikake for Todaiji Shunie  These are pushed into the head of a torch to 
set a fire. Small ones are used to light a fire. Made of Japanese big-leaf magnolia. 
(Todaiji, Nara) 

Fig. 4-63 Iwaibo  People hold iwaibo (ceremonial rod) together with pine leaves at the 
time of the annual spring festival of Kushihi Shrine and chant “manzai rokuto” to 
pray for a good harvest.  L = approx. 79 cm  (Hashiride, former Monzen Town, 
Ishikawa) 

Fig. 4-64 Kezuribana  Made of sawtooth oak or pine and burned in the stoves of ships 
offshore. L = 25 cm (Okikamuro, former Towa Town, Yamaguchi)  

Fig. 4-65 Bai  This is a tool used to hunt rabbits on snowy mountains. Hunters throw 
it to make it look like a hawk is attacking and catch rabbits as they stand in 
confusion. This type of tool sometimes has shavings of bark, which are thought 
to make a sound similar to the flapping of wings using air resistance. Bai means a 
stick.  L = 65cm, ø = 3cm (Muroya, former Kamikawa Village, Niigata) (copied 
from Amano, 2003) 

Fig. 4-66 Baetaki  Same as above. L = 71 cm  (Right) L = 48 cm  (Kamisendo Hiyama, 
Ugo, Ogachi-gun, Akita) (copied from Amano, 2003) 
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Kezurikake in Shinto and Buddhist rituals

In addition, kezurikake used as Shinto and Buddhist ritual 
implements have been found in different regions. Some are used as 
hand-held objects, such as kozuibo (perfume sticks) used for Shusho 
Onie in the Kunisaki Peninsula and ceremonial rods for Manzai 
Rokuto in the Noto Peninsula (Fig. 63). There are also some used as 
torches to light sacred fire (Fig. 62) or kazaribana, some resembling 
birds as found in the usokae ritual at Dazaifu Tenmangu shrine (Figs. 
59, 60), some that are thought to be combined with Sainokami or 
other folk Little New Year events (Figs. 58, 61) and various other 
forms of rituals and shapes of kezurikake. 

Other

Kezurikake-like woodcrafts have also been found among tools 
used in everyday lives, such as kindling wood (Fig. 64) and rabbit 
hunting tools (Figs. 65, 66). For example, kezurikake-like wood was 
once used to start fires on ships. These were called kezuribana and 
were practical tools made by shaving wood to make it light easily. 
Meanwhile, there was also a custom of throwing kezurikake into 
the sea and praying when kitamae-bune (cargo ships that sailed the 
Japan Sea during the Edo period) were anchored offshore. Therefore, 
the boundary between everyday tools and ritual implements is not 
necessarily clear.
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Afterword 

As I have outlined so far, events and rituals using kezurikake were 
held widely in Honshu and areas southward  until the major lifestyle 
conversion that occurred due to World War II and rapid economic 
growth. Such events and rituals have developed in a very complicated 
manner while blending with various customs in each regions. It can 
be assumed that such complexity represents the fact that wood items 
called kezurikake have been accepted and handed down by people 
since the olden days. Discussing why kezurikake have been accepted 
as a ritual implement essentially involves considering what people 
have felt and thought about in the abstract world of spirituality.

Another interesting point is the variations seen in the distribution 
of kezurikake. While some new cases may of course be reported with 
new research, it is accurate that in the northern Kyushu, Chugoku 
and northern Kinki regions there have been few reports on kezurikake 
since the early modern period. A variety of factors are thought to 
be behind such variations in distribution. It can be assumed that 
one such factor is the difference in cultures characteristics of the 
regions that have accepted and rejected kezurikake. This question is 
directly connected to the question of what Japanese culture is, which 
means that such distribution can serve as a specific example when 
considering the status of culture within the archipelago. 
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Column – Manufacturing techniques and tools 

There are two ways to make inaw – shaving by pushing or pulling a knife. 
The method of shaving by pulling the knife is used in almost all situations 
today, and it can be seen from inaw made up until around the 1940s that short 
kike were shaved by pushing the knife and long ones were shaved by pulling 
the knife. Kikeuspasuy and �ower arrows are still shaven by pushing the knife. 

The tools used for this purpose are small knives with a single edge known 
as ceeikimakiri or inawkemakiri made especially for inaw. Those in Sakalin have 
the edge on the left and are held in the reverse position when shaving. Both 
the shape and way of use are common in the Amur River basin and west coast 
of North America. In Hokkaido, knives with the edge on the right are used and 
a small piece of wood is attached to the tip of the blade to use as a guide. 

Kezurikake in Honshu and areas southward are also shaved by pushing or 
pulling the knife. In most cases of shaving by pulling the knife, special hooked 

knives with a reversed edge known as hanakakinata or 
hananata are used (three on the left of Fig. 5). This technique 
and these knives are found in Chubu, Kanto and part of 
Tohoku, and the shapes of knives are similar in all of these 

regions. 
When shaving by pushing the 

knife, ordinary tools such as hatchets 
and small knives are used instead 
of special tools in most cases. This 
technique is found occasionally in 
east Japan and often in southern 
Kyushu and other areas in west 
Japan.C3-1 C3-2

C3-3 C3-4 C3-5
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The shapes of kezurikake differ between areas using the techniques of 
pushing the knife and those that use pulling the knife. Those with short 
pieces shaven in a form resembling a �ower and wide and thick shavings are 
common in regions where they are made by pushing the knife, while shavings 
made by pulling the knife are long, thin and more detailed. It is often said 
that the production of kezurikake became possible only after the introduction 
of ironware, but it is assumed that the beautifully curled kezurikake found in 
northern Kanto and other areas became popular because of the invention of 
the technique to pull the knife and suitable tools rather than because of the 
introduction of iron tools. Techniques and shapes are closely related to each 
other.

A type of knife with a piece of wood at its tip that was used as a tool before 
the emergence of special knives is found in Akita (far right of Fig. 5). This is very 
valuable as it represents the state of techniques and tools before hanakakinata 
and indicates that the same techniques and tools as those in Hokkaido once 
existed in Honshu and areas southward. 

On Borneo Island which is farther south of Japan, the technique of shaving 
by pushing ordinary small knives for workmanship is usually employed. The 
tool used and working posture are shown in Fig. 6 as a reference.

C3-6

Fig. C3-1 Small knives (Sakhalin)  
(Kindaichi & Sugiyama, 1943) 

Fig. C3-2 Working position (Sakhalin) 
Fig. C3-3 Small knife (Hokkaido)  
Fig. C3-4 Working position (Hokkaido) 
Fig. C3-5 Tools in Honshu   From the 

left: former Hanaizumi Town, 
I wate;  Kosame,  former Kuni 
Village, Gunma; Katashina Village, 
Gunma (tool used by pulling), 
Katashina Village, Gunma (tool 
u s e d  b y  p u s h i n g ) ;  S a s a n o, 
Yonezawa City, Yamagata; and 
Kumoshikari, former Kakunodate 
Town, Akita 

Fig. C3-6 Tools and working positions 
in Borneo (Berawan) 
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Chapter 5

Inaw-like wood items around the world 

Geogia

Hungary

Hungary   Made 
of willow and 
used in rituals. 

Georgia
Used as New Year decorations.

Sui of Kamu
Used as decorations during the 
New Year festival for ancestors. 
Made  of  bamboo (Ponhom 
Village, Ton Pheung District, 
Bokeo Province, Laos). (Courtesy 
of Mr. Kazuaki Kawano)  

Taiwan
Ritual implements of Siraya.

Orochon   When hunting roe deer, 
these are erected in the same number 
as that of the number of deer killed.
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LaosLaos

Taiwan

JapanJapan

Hokkaido Ainu

LaosLaos

Borneo, Malaysia

OrochonOrochon

Uilta

Nivkh  Used for various 
purposes, including lucky 
charms for ships, envoys to 
deliver offerings to the sea 
and mountain deities and 
accessories of shamans. Made 
of willow or mountain-ash. Uilta

Nivkh

Hokkaido AinuHokkaido AinuHokkaido Ainu

UiltaUiltaUiltaUilta
NivkhNivkh

Sakhalin Ainu

Nivkh  Used for various   Used for various   Used for various 

Borneo Island   Used for decoration to welcome guests 
and hold rituals (Sarawak, Malaysia)

Honshu (Saitama) Hokkaido Ainu Sakhalin Ainu

Uilta   Used for various purposes, including lucky charms 
for ships and treatment of illness and fortune telling by 
shamans. Made of willow or rowan.
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Inaw-like wooden items that spread in the north

Ainu not only had contact with Japanese in Honshu but also with 
other cultures on Sakhalin Island and in the Kamchatka Peninsula. 
This section will outline inaw-like wood items found in Uilta and 
Nivkh cultures. This section presents the records of Takemitsu 
NATORI (1905 - 1988), who conducted research in Otasu on the east 
coast of Sakhalin in November 1941. Natori, who had been studying 
Ainu implements and rituals prior to the research, recorded the names 
of three kinds of illau used by the Uilta and ten kinds of nau used by 
Nivkh, and brought the actual implements back with him. Both the 
implements and techniques used were similar to those used by Ainu 
in Sakhalin. 

◎Illau  
Implements of this type are collectively called illau. Natori’s 

records included illau for ships (Fig. 1) and illau used by shamans 
to treat illness and tell fortunes for hunting (Figs. 2, 3). Those for 
ships are made in pairs of male and female and attached to the front 
of the ship to pray for safety. In terms of the shape, illau are similar 
to kezurikake of the Kii Peninsula mentioned in Chapter 4 (Chapter 
4, Figs. 55 – 57). The genders seem to be represented by differences 
in appearance, such as the entire shape, marks and positions of 
kezurikake. Illau used by shamans are also made in pairs of male and 
female. The male one is made of mountain-ash, has a flat head and 
kezurikake are entirely spiral. The female one is made of willow, has 
a slanted head and more than half of the kezurikake are in straight 
lines. 
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The shape of the head represents the gender in some Ainu wooden 
dolls and inaw. In Hokkaido, inaw with the heads cut horizontally 
and diagonally are male and female, respectively. Although it is vice 
versa in wooden dolls made by the Sakhalin Ainu, the commonality 
is that the shapes differ by gender. The use of twisted and untwisted 
kezurikake by gender is also common in the case of Ainu (twisted = 
male, untwisted = female).

◎Nau 
In the Nivkh language, kezurikake is called nau and made of 

willow and mountain-ash. What draws special attention is that some 
nau, such as those for houses and those tied to the pole for bear 
sending, are said to be objects capable of attracting spirits; that is, 
yorishiro. They are made in pairs of male and female using willow. 
Nau for a house have faces and are said to have the spirit of the house 
dwelling in them. The female one has a conical head and the male 
one has a slanted head (Figs. 4, 5). Kreinovich, who kept records on 
Nivkh culture in northern Sakhalin in the late 1920s, saw something 
similar to them. 

Nau for ships (Fig. 6) have marks and are used as a kind of envoy 
thrown into the sea together with offerings to the sea deity to carry 
the offerings when the weather is not good. Nau for the mountain 
deity are also considered envoys delivering offerings (Fig. 7).

There are also nau for shamans to wear or hold in their hands to 
cure the bodies of sick people, which are thrown out of the house 
after use. The use of kezurikake as talisman to be disposed of outside 
the house afterward seems to have some similarities to tusu takusa of 
Ainu mentioned in Chapter 2 (Chapter 2, Fig. 58). 
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Since kezurikake-like items of the two cultures have many 
similarities to Ainu inaw, such as differences in gender being 
represented by shapes, their role as gifts and envoys to deliver 
offerings and their function to cure sick people as mentioned above, 
they may be closer to inaw than kezurikake in Honshu. 

Another interesting point is the unification of wooden dolls 
and kezurikake by carving human faces on them. Items similar to 
these are found in the Oroqen culture of Daxinganling, China, the 
continental Tungus culture and some cultures in Honshu (Fig. 9; 
Chapter 4, Figs. 27, 28, 31, 32).

It is interesting to note that, in both cultures, those with faces are 
thought to have spirits dwelling in them. However, similar to the 
lingering misunderstanding of inaw as being yorishiro, it is difficult 
to view or understand the logical basis of the notion of “spirits 
dwelling in festive implements” objectively unless one has profound 
knowledge of the religious culture of the ethnic group. Further 
research, including examination of unorganized records, is expected. 

In recent years, there have also been reports on inaw-like 
wooden items in Hungary, Georgia and other European countries. 
The connection between Ainu culture and the world will be further 
elucidated through the expansion of intersction and collaborative 
research among ethnic groups in the future. (Jirota KITAHARA)
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Fig. 5-1 Uilta   Illau for ships  (Left) Male, 
HU 45275  (Right) Male, HU 45274

Fig. 5-2 Uilta   Treatment/fortune telling  
Male  HU 33725  

Fig. 5-3 Uilta   Treatment/fortune telling  
Female  HU 33726 

Fig. 5-4 Nivkh   House nau  Female  HU 
11208  

Fig. 5-5 Nivkh   House nau  Male  HU 11209   
Fig. 5-6 Nivkh   Envoy to deliver offerings to 

the sea deity    HU 45273  
Fig. 5-7 Nivkh   Envoy to deliver offerings to 

the mountain deity   HU 11205  
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Kezurikake-like wooden items spreading toward the south

Kezurikake-like wood items have not only been used in the north 
but also by ethnic groups in Laos, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia and 
other countries. This section briefly presents kezurikake in Sarawak, 
which is located in Malaysian Borneo, based on a survey conducted 
there in 2012. 

Borneo is the world’s third largest island with an area twice as 
large as Japan, and is located right on the equator. The Sarawak State 
is in the northwestern part of Malaysian Borneo and a large part of its 
population is composed of indigenous groups, including Iban, which 
accounts for the largest demographic, as well as Bidayuh, Kenyah, 
Kayan and Belawan. Of these, some of the ethnic groups living in 

5-9

5-10

Fig. 5-8 Uilta   Museum of Northern Peoples E-736 (made 
after the war?)

Fig. 5-9 Orochon (Oroqin)   ACM 4095   Purpose of use 
unknown

Fig. 5-10 Hungary  Purpose of use unknown    

5-8
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inland areas and collectively called the Dayak use kezurikake-like 
wood items. Although the names, usages, materials and other details 
of kezurikake vary slightly by ethnic group, they are usually larger 
than those found in the Japanese archipelago and some are even taller 
than humans. All of these ethnic groups seem to use the technique of 
shaving by pushing ordinary small knives for workmanship. 

While these kezurikake are usually seen today as decorations to 
welcome important guests or for weddings, Christmas and other 
ceremonies, there are traces of their use for more symbolic and 
religious purposes, as can be seen in the important role they played 
in the practice of headhunting and traditional festivals. For example, 
Iban refers to kezurikake by the name of Bungai Jaraw (Bungai = 
flower, Jaraw = cut off), and describe them as items related to inter-
tribal battles and headhunting that took place until about half a 
century ago in the region. What is fascinating is that Bungai Jaraw 
played the role of messengers during times of battle. For example, 
there was a tradition of sending Bungai Jaraw to fellow villages to 
ask for help when a village was in danger, and to use them as a “letter 
of challenge” when challenging someone to a fight. It is also reported 
that Kezurikake were erected on protection fences placed at village 
boundaries, for decorations and rituals of soldiers or to light a fire 
when attacking enemies with fire. 

Wood items that were identical in shape were used not only for 
ritual purposes but also for practical purposes. For example, if a rod 
with shavings on four sides is placed obliquely in a forest, it serves as 
a sign for people who pass by to know that four people had moved to 
the direction toward which kezurikake was leaning. Kezurikake-like 
wood items were also used quite commonly to start fires. However, 
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in the case of Iban, which I mentioned before, kezurikake used to 
start a fire in day-to-day life were strictly distinguished from Bungai 
Jaraw. Bungai Jaraw were used to start fires only when setting enemy 
villages on fire. It is very interesting that wood items with the same 
shapes and functions were used for both practical and symbolic/
magical purposes. 

Kezurikake in the Japanese archipelago have traditionally been 
described as yorishiro of deities or sacred implements (inaw) as 
if they are inherently sacred. However, it should be considered of 

5-12 5-11

Fig. 5-11 Berawan’s shuparao   These are erected to welcome guests. The longest ones 
are almost two meters long. Those with long shavings must be tilted to let the 
shavings hang down (Mulu Village).

Fig. 5-12 Kayang’s pangfut   These are made of wood cut in between swidden work 
and erected at wharves. The shapes vary by individual makers and there are those 
with one, three or other numbers of rows of shavings (Rongupanaya Village).
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course that it is possible that practical techniques or shapes based 
on means of livelihood might have somehow been transferred to 
kezurikake. At the very least it is true that the technique of making 
kezurikake was supported by practical skills essential for living, 
which were fostered in everyday lives, rather than being independent 
from various other skills to support peoples’ livelihood. It may 
also serve as an important clue when considering how they became 
sacred.

The overall picture of how kezurikake-like wood items spread in 
the south has not been grasped at all due to the lack of systematic 
accumulation of research data. Although there are many issues that 
should be addressed in the future, I believe it will become possible 
to shed light on cultures in the Japanese archipelago by expanding 
research and discussions on the custom of kezurikake that have thus 
far been limited to those within the Japanese archipelago to East 
Asia. (Migiwa IMAISHI)
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Terms related to Ainu 

◎Ainu   Ainu are the indigenous people of the island of Hokkaido, southern 
Sakhalin Island, the northern Kurils and northern Tohoku in Honshu. They 
are sometimes referred to by the name of their homeland (e.g., Kuril Ainu, 
Sakhalin Ainu). Ainu spoke the Ainu language as a native language and 
their livelihoods were based on a combination of hunting, gathering, fishing 
and farming before the introduction of assimilation policies in modern era. 
Also active in trading with outside societies, they have both incorporated 
various cultures while disseminating them and Ainu culture. The relocation 
policy that brought Kuril Ainu to Shikotan Island was implemented in the 
early modern era, and most of the Sakhalin Ainu moved to Hokkaido and 
areas southward after Japan’s defeat in World War II. Ainu currently live 
throughout Japan, including the Tokyo metropolitan area and Chubu region.
◎ Asircepnomi   This is a celebration in which alcohol and food are offered 
and prayers are made to the first salmon caught in the year. The salmon are 
treated as guests. Similar rituals have been found in Honshu and the west 
coast of North America where salmon ascend rivers to spawn. These rituals, 
together with the fishing implements used to kill salmon by hitting their 
heads, are attracting the attention of researchers who view them as a culture 
common to northern people engaged in fishing. There are multiple reasons 
why asircepnomi fell out of practice, including the increase in Ainu engaged 
in farming, white-collar work and other occupations following the total ban 
of fishing in Hokkaido rivers in the mid-Meiji era and the oppression of 
and disdain for Ainu and their culture. When asircepnomi was held at the 
Toyohira River in Sapporo in 1982, it was reported as “the first revival in 
100 years.” Since then, it has been conducted in various regions.

Glossary
The following are descriptions of basic terms related to 
the content of this book. For more information, please 
refer to specialized books.
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◎ House deities   House-related deities include “spirits of houses 
(buildings)” and “deities protecting houses.” The former are said to be 
female deities called cisekatkemat (lady of the house) in some regions, while 
male and female deities sitting face to face holding each other’s hands are 
said to form the shape of a house in other regions. The latter are inaw known 
as cisekorkamuy, and were placed indoors. 
◎ Iomante/iyomante   While iomante is generally known as a ritual to 
send the spirits of bears to the spirit world, it may include rituals for other 
animals. In addition to hunted bears, cubs may be sent after being kept for 
one to three years. The latter is usually larger in scale. Bones are thought to 
be important for regeneration of the bear that is sent, with special emphasis 
on the skull. Inaw, sake and food are offered to the head that was cut from 
the body and dissected to express gratitude, tell the deity that it must return 
to the world of spirits, and explain how to get there (i.e., spirit-sending).  
◎ Uilta   Uilta are an indigenous people in central and northern Sakhalin 
Island. Uilta have spoken the Uilta language as a native language, which 
is part of the Tungus language family, and have sustained themselves on a 
combination of reindeer breeding, hunting, fishing and gathering before the 
introduction of assimilation policies by Russia and Japan in the modern era. 
The word inaw in the Ainu language is said to come from illau in the Uilta 
language. Uilta have religious customs identical to those of Ainu, but are 
more centered on shamanism. While they used to be referred to as Orok, 
currently the autonym Uilta is used. Some of the Uilta who were forced 
to live in a village called Otasu during the Japanese occupation moved to 
Hokkaido after the war. 
◎ Kamuynomi   Kamuynomi refers to rituals for deities conducted before 
and after work, and at certain stages in life, such as the waxing and waning 
of the moon, and the transitions between seasonal work. They are conducted 
with varying protocols, such as those conducted by individuals or by families 
or communities. Some have clearly defined forms as rituals with formal 
implements and protocols, while some only involve chanting before and after 
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work. Orally reciting incantations can be seen as an extremely simple form 
of ritual for deities. Large-scale rituals conducted by families or communities 
also serve as an opportunity to make formal inaw. Rituals conducted on a 
relatively large scale include the festivals held in spring and autumn, spirit-
sending, celebrations for the completion of new houses and weddings. 
◎ Spirit world   This is the world where deities live. The conception of the 
world in Ainu culture is situated is a mixture of a vertical structure consisting 
of heaven, the human world and the underworld, and the afterlife in the 
sea and in the mountains. Creation stories tell of deities descended from 
heaven or that were created by a creator deity that descended from heaven. 
Meanwhile, spirits sent in spirit-sending ceremonies are believed to go to a 
sacred mountain with a water source if they are land animals, or are sent out 
to sea if they are sea animals. There is also a belief in which deities that have 
descended from heaven are creating “sacred areas” in the human world on 
high mountains and out at sea.
◎ Ancestral rite   The deceased are believed to move to and live in another 
world while maintaining their original memories and form from when they 
once were alive. As with the spirit world, there are a variety of different 
beliefs about the location of the separate human world which is envisioned to 
be located in the underworld, heaven or the west. In any case, the deceased 
are believed to live on food and other offerings sent from their descendants, 
who are responsible for conducting ancestral rites on a regular basis. 
Ancestral rites are differentiated from rituals for deities in many ways. While 
sacred sake and inaw, which are simplified, are also offered, sake is diluted 
with water. Furthermore, the path leading to the altar is opposite of that used 
for rituals for deities. 
◎ Tusu (shamanism rituals)   Shaman rituals are called tusu in the Ainu 
language. Those who conduct tusu are “inherent mediums” protected by 
strong guardian deities by nature from the time they are born, and perform 
rituals using their spiritual power. They conduct channeling-type rituals in 
which they go into a trance state using things that guardian deities are fond 
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of, including certain sounds, songs and smoke from burning ledum or other 
plants. In Sakhalin, drums are used and participants are purified with inaw 
after an oracle is received. Conductors of tusu themselves do not remember 
the oracle. Since such oracles are given in a language different from what is 
normally spoken, an assistant stays nearby to convey the content of oracles 
to participants. 
◎ Nivkh   Nivkh are indigenous people of northern Sakhalin Island and 
the Amur river estuary. They had spoken the Nivkh language as a native 
language and sustained themselves on a combination of hunting, fishing and 
gathering before Russia and Japan implemented assimilation policies in the 
modern era. Although Nivkh have been closely related to Ainu throughout 
history, no relationship has been found between the Nivkh language and 
the languages of Ainu and other peoples nearby. The Nivkh language can 
be roughly divided into the Amur dialect (Amur River basin, west coast of 
Sakhalin Island) and the Sakhalin dialect (east coast of Sakhalin Island, Tym 
river basin). Nivkh have also been active in trading activities as a mediator 
between Ainu and other northern peoples. They used to be referred to as 
Orok, but currently the autonym Nivkh is used. The present population is 
5,162 (as of 2002). Some Nivkh who were forced to live in a village called 
Otasu during the Japanese occupation moved to Hokkaido after the war. 
◎ Fire deity   This is the deification of the fire burned in the fireplace at 
the center of a house. This deity is believed to unify all deities that have 
descended from heaven to the human world. Although it is a deity, it stands 
in front of people to serve as a mediator with other deities. It has a special 
position in Ainu views of the world. In Sakhalin and western Hokkaido, it 
is said to take the form of an old woman wearing a shiny gold short-sleeved 
kimono while in northeastern Hokkaido ranging from Tokachi to Kushiro, 
Kitami and Kamikawa, it is said to be a pair of male and female deities. 
There are some mentions of its relationship with the sun deity. 
◎ Soul   The soul is called ramat in the Ainu language. In accordance with 
the idea that “all things consist of a body and soul,” the soul gives energy 
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to the body and serves as the source of life activities. In compound words, 
ramat may also have more limited meanings, such as power closely related 
to right and wrong and intellectual activities or abilities/motives for hunting 
or linguistic performance. 
◎ Spirit-sending   This is a general term for activities to send the spirits 
of deities of animals, plants, implements, and other things, which came to 
the human world in their bodies, to their world of origin. There are various 
types of spirit-sending. While some have clearly defined rituals with formal 
implements and protocol, there are also simple activities, such as the sorting 
of bones or other things by type when discarding them and talking to plants 
before and after gathering them. In cases of animal spirits, bones, especially 
skulls are considered important. It is believed that the sent spirits go to their 
respective ruling deities, share their offerings with others and receive words 
of appreciation. 

Terms related to Japanese
◎ Koshogatsu (Little New Year)   The ceremonial period around January 
15 was called the Little New Year as opposed to the primary New Year’s 
Day on January 1. It is the day of the full moon in the solar (lunar) calendar, 
and the New Year celebrations based on the waxing and waning of the moon 
are thought to be older than those of the primary New Year’s Day. With a 
variety of customs, such as events to pray for a good harvest, fire festivals 
and rituals involving visits by spirits, followed throughout the nation, it was 
a time when there were more ceremonies in one period of time than any 
other time of the year. The term koshogatsu is not necessarily common. It 
also had names related to the full moon, such as mochii in Nagano, Mikawa 
and Totoumi in Shizuoka and moddoshi/mochidoshi in southern Kyushu. 
Incorporating a variety of sentiments, it was also celebrated as the “New 
Year of farmers,” “wakadoshi,” “second New Year,” “flower New Year,” 
“female’s New Year” and other names.
◎ Sainokami   Sainokami, Dosojin and Dorokujin are often considered to 
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be the same deities. They are enshrined at village borders and passes, with 
hopes that they will to remove calamity and protect fortresses. As they are 
often imagined to be a pair of male and female deities, they are also known 
as deities for marital harmony and matchmaking. Although there are no fixed 
dates of celebration in many cases, sainokami-related festivals are often held 
on the Little New Year in eastern Japan. 
◎ Shushoe/Shunie   Shushoe and shunie are Buddhist memorial services 
held in January and February, respectively. They are events to pray for a 
good harvest and peace throughout the year by purifying sins and impurities 
and offering rice cakes and artificial flower decorations at the beginning of 
the year. They are also said to be an adaptation of folk events in the Buddhist 
context. They sometimes accompany onioi (ogre chasing) and other events to 
remove calamity. Okonai, which is said to originate from shushoe, is a New 
Year event found mainly in western Japan (especially in Shiga) involving 
artificial flowers and other decorations. 
◎ Tsukurimono/monotsukuri   Tsukurimono is a general term for various 
objects made for Little New Year events, and the act of making them is 
called monotsukuri. Objects resembling farm crops and implements are often 
used for events to pray for a good harvest. Representative examples include 
awabo hiebo resembling ears of millet and barnyard grass, flower-like 
kezurikake, objects known as dangoki, mayudama or mochibana made to 
resemble trees loaded with fruit by decorating branches with many round rice 
cakes, sticks to stir porridge of the Little New Year, ceremonial chopsticks, 
and miniatures of harrows, mortars, pestles and other farm tools. In many 
cases, these are homemade using wood, straw and other easily obtainable 
materials, and used as decorations for home shrines and alcoves, in drawing 
rooms and at entrances/exists and other important parts inside and outside 
the house. Their shapes vary by region. For example, awabo hiebo made by 
attaching many small rice cakes to a bunch of straw are found in the Tohoku 
and other regions, while the more common form is made by splitting the tip 
of a bamboo stick and attaching several barked (awabo) and unbarked (hiebo) 
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rods to it. 
◎ Bird chasing   Bird chasing at the Little New Year is an event found in 
the Kanto, Shinshu and Tohoku regions, and is mainly done by children. In 
many cases, children walk around gardens and houses while singing bird-
chasing songs, such as “evening birds hoi hoi, morning birds hoi hoi,” and 
making loud noises using sticks or other objects. 
◎ Torimono   This is a collective term for hand-held objects, such as prayer 
rods, fans, swords and walking sticks, used to invite deities. They are also 
given the function of yorishiro since deities are thought to reside in torimono 
once they have been invited.
◎ Narikizeme   This Little New Year event found throughout the nation is 
also known as narenare and kiodoshi. Although there are minor differences 
by region, participants of the event beat the trunks of persimmon, pear or 
other fruit-bearing trees with ritual rods or froes while saying “will you 
bear fruit or not? If you don’t, we’ll cut you.” In some areas, another person 
hiding behind the tree said “I will, I will” on behalf of the tree. While it is an 
incantation event to threaten fruit trees to promise to bring a good harvest in 
autumn, it is also thought to have the practical significance of suppressing 
tree growth by damaging trunks and allowing nutrition to reach the fruit. 
◎ Hana to Inaw   This is an article written by Kunio Yanagita in 1953. In 
this article included in the sacred trees section of Yanagita Kunio Zenshu, the 
author analyzed a variety of religious beliefs related to trees, and found an 
underlying belief that natural trees serve as yorishiro for spirits to descend. 
After mentioning that kezurikake is a type of yorishiro and that such a belief 
does not exist in Ainu culture, Yanagita stated “even though kezurikake 
and inaw are similar in shape, they are not necessarily the same.” He then 
implicitly denied any continuity between them by saying the same custom 
could occur coincidentally in two ethnic groups. There have been no full-
fledged comparisons between inaw and kezurikake since this article. 
◎ Yoshuku gyoji   This is a general term for rituals held at the beginning 
of the year to pray for a good harvest for the year. The work and activity 
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processes scheduled for the year are simulated in advance. Many such events 
are related to farming, including decorating with wood items resembling 
flowers, ears and fruit of plants, ritualistic performances of rice-planting and 
weeding movements, and children’s performances where they chase away 
harmful animals and birds that ravage the fields. Yoshuku gyoji also include 
yometataki, in which the hip of a new wife of the house is poked with a 
ceremonial rod resembling male genitalia to pray for the birth of a child (a 
boy in many cases), and narikizeme, in which the trunk of a tree is hit to 
make the tree promise to bear fruit. 
◎ Yometataki   In this Little New Year event found extensively across 
Japan from Kyushu to Tohoku, children and young men go to the houses 
of newlyweds and hit or poke the hips of the wives with ceremonial rods 
and receive rice cakes and sweets from the families. It is also known as 
harameuchi, kopparame, dainoko (probably because of the chant that goes 
dainoko, shonoko) or okatabuchi in different areas. It is an event to pray 
for pregnancy, and the rods used resemble male genitalia in many regions. 
However, there are also cases in coastal areas of Miyagi prefecture and 
other places, where not only wife, but also the nageshi (a horizontal piece of 
timber in a frame), the main post of the house, and boats are also struck to 
also celebrate the prosperity of the family for one year.
◎ Yorishiro   Yorishiro are used as land marks for deities to descend 
upon. The idea behind this custom is that deities are not always present in 
these places, coming down at the time of rituals. Rocks, mountains, trees 
and festival floats (stall cars) and portable shrines were also regarded as 
yorishiro.
◎Wajin   Wajin refers to people who speak Japanese as a native language 
in the Japanese archipelago other than Ainu and Ryukyu peoples. The term is 
often used when comparing with Ainu (e.g., “Ainu and wajin”). 
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